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ABSTRACT
Nanobiotechnology aims to exploit biomolecular recognition and self-assembly
capabilities for integrating advanced materials into medicine and electronics. In
particular, peptides have exhibited the ability to specifically bind to and/or control the
synthesis of diverse inorganic and metallic materials including those with electronic,
magnetic, and optical properties. However, in order to mature into an engineering
discipline, a fundamental understanding of how peptide chemical composition and amino
acid spatial arrangement relate to interfacial function and specificity is essential. This
work discloses general principles governing peptide-inorganic material surface
interactions at the level of amino acid functional groups.
To facilitate fundamental studies, methodologies broadly applicable to probing
sequence-activity relationships of peptide-inorganic material surface interactions were
developed. A yeast surface display system adapted to liquid-solid interfaces enabled
surgical manipulation of sequence through genetic techniques and rapid, semi-
quantitation of peptide-materials binding strength. Cells displaying material specific
polypeptides were also shown to form self-healing biofilms and discriminate between
surfaces of fabricated heterostructure materials. The influence of peptide sequence on
aqueous formation of photoluminescent CdS nanoparticles was studied with synthetic
soluble peptides and higher throughput methods.
Systematic study of peptide sequence-activity relationships concluded that surface
binding depends primarily on composition; For the single crystalline II-VI
semiconductors CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe, and polycrystalline Au studied, only residues
from the group of histidine, tryptophan, methionine, and cysteine appeared sufficient for
significant binding. Additionally, each material exhibited a unique fingerprint of binder-
modulator relationships, where spatially proximal amino acids tuned the binding strength
of binder-residues in unconstrained peptides. This hierarchal set of compositional and
spatial criteria was applied to rationalize sequence-activity relationships observed for
genetically identified peptides. Also, peptide binding strength was found to have a
curved-linear correlation with the ability to mediate nanoparticle formation; Intermediate
peptide-CdS binding strength yielded optimal CdS nanoparticle photoluminescence as
did peptides with greater compositional diversity. Finally, by employing the criteria
developed herein, we demonstrated the ability to predictively engineer peptides with
specific, differential affinities for surfaces of closely related inorganic materials.
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PREFACE
In the antechamber of MIT, words carved in stone read: "ESTABLISHED FOR
ADVANCEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE ITS APPLICATION TO INDUSTRY THE ARTS
AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE." Inspired, I looked for a niche where biology might
influence technology, and found an ideal fit with the arrival of the Biomolecular
Materials Group, led by Dr. Belcher. During my years in the lab, "nano" and "bio"
topped sexy science wordlists, and progress reports towards nanodevices and medical
utility filled the best journals. I chose a less glamorous role in the field- to study the
fundamentals- with the goal of understanding the basis for interactions between biology
and technology. I leave with optimism that the research presented herein will contribute
in a lasting way by advancing to market technologies that will better our lives.
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MOTIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE
Biology has developed abilities to specifically and efficiently assemble and
organize inorganic materials, as evident in biomineralization ' 2. Resulting structures,
such as bones, teeth, shells, spines, magnetosomes3 , and other intracellular crystallites4,
are diverse in structure and function. A common principle, however, is utilized in all
biomineralization processes' 2; The organism first creates a scaffold of organic
macromolecules, which then directs the deposition of inorganic material at the atomic
level. The organic scaffold is able to control phase, orientation, element composition,
and aspect ratio of the crystals, and consequently the overall architecture and properties
of the mineralized structure. Studies have determined genes and proteins involved in
biomineralization5 '8 , and the physical properties of various natural biominerals9 ' l.
However, an understanding of the molecular nature of the boundary between the organic
matrix and the mineral is crucial for elucidation of mechanisms governing
biomineralization.
Natural biomineralization systems, although an important starting point for study,
are often difficult to study experimentally and may only provide information specific to a
particular organism or biomineral. Advanced experimental tools, such as gene delivery
vectors and manipulatable cell lines only exist for a handful of organisms (E. coli, S.
cerevisiae, D. melanogaster, etc.) most of which do not form biomineralized structures.
Cell lines can also lose the ability to form inorganic structures when removed from the
context of the complete organism or their natural environment. Furthermore, natural
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systems can be very complex in regulation and/or composition. For example,
mammalian bone is formed by deposition of hydroxyapatite on very highly organized
collagen fibrils, which contain about 10 percent post-translationally modified
hydroxyproline.' 12. Isolated mollusk shell proteins have been difficult to characterize
due to seemingly amorphous structure'3, therefore, studies have resorted to model
peptides'4 . Consequently, few guiding general principles have been extracted from work
on natural biomineralization systems.
Peptide-metal ion interactions have been extremely well characterized over the
past century' 5. However, the same atoms when present in solid-state materials possess
different physical and chemical properties16, which makes direct study of solid materials
crucial for translating solution-based knowledge to surfaces. Additionally, stereo-
chemical and electrostatic constraints are expected to differ for single ions coordinated by
flexible ligands on solid-supports (i.e. Nickel-NTA) versus for solid-state surfaces
composed of potentially infinite numbers of crystallized inorganic atoms. Thus we set
out to provide a fundamental understanding of interactions between inorganic material
surfaces and peptides, at the level of the amino acid.
Engineered biological systems can be employed to provide insights into inorganic
material interactions, as they have for organic molecular interactions. For example,
combinatorial display and selection techniques have identified consensus binding motifs
and have been used to probe sequence and structure-affinity relationships for protein-
protein and protein-organic interactions 1719. The desire to integrate non-natural
technologically important materials with biology has strongly motivated the use of
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genetic systems for identification of novel protein-inorganic material interactions.
Material-specific binding peptides have been isolated from phage displayed libraries2 0,
which further function to grow and organize nanocrystalline materials2 ' 24. Bacterial
display has also been used to a limited extent to identify novel polypeptides interacting
with metal surfaces25'27. However, mechanistic studies on the molecular nature of the
organic-inorganic surface interactions have been lacking. We employed a new cell-based
system that uses yeast to display engineered peptides to study such interfaces. Results
presented herein from our system should be combined with other approaches such as
phage display, synthetic peptide approaches, and studies on natural biomineralization
systems in the future to provide a stronger basis for understanding biomolecule-material
interactions and biomineralization.
The results of the experiments described in this work contribute to general
principles governing biomolecular interactions with inorganic material surfaces, and for
the first time establish a hierarchy of design criteria for engineering material-specific
peptides. Interestingly, novel amino acid functional group interactions with inorganic
materials were observed in addition to those reiterating well-known functional group-
inorganic ion interactions. Further, modulation of binding strength and specificity by
other local amino acid functional groups was demonstrated, which was not predicted by
prior knowledge of bioinorganic chemistry. Knowledge of underlying biological
structures and mechanisms should provide a basis for novel applications of
biomineralization and inorganic biorecognition28 29. Consequently, we expect these
studies will aid future development and evaluation of medically and industrially
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applicable biomolecule reagents that mediate interactions with technologically important
materials, microelectronics, implants, or hybrid devices.




The goal of the research presented within was to understand the molecular nature
of peptide-inorganic material interfaces and biomineralization. The interaction interface
between biological macromolecules and mineral surfaces is believed to provide control
over biomineral formation, analogous to how the active site of an enzyme controls
product formation in organic reactions. Functional groups contact the crystal lattice at
the atomic level, thus the sequence and structure of the biomolecule may dictate the
properties of the mineral. However, sequence- and structure-function relationships at the
molecular interface are the least understood. Accordingly, we set out to probe the
sequence-activity requirements of peptides for binding mineral surfaces and growing
inorganic crystalline structures.
Chapter I introduces a new method using yeast display to select biomolecules that
bind inorganic material surfaces, discusses methodologies for measurement/
quantification of peptide-mediated cell-inorganic interactions, and describes the inorganic
materials used in our experimental studies. Chapter II uses the yeast system to identify
polypeptides binding semiconducting, electronic, magnetic, and insulating material
surfaces from a combinatorial antibody library. Two novel aspects are presented- the
study of sequence-activity relationships using genetically engineered site-directed
mutations, and peptide-mediated room temperature aqueous synthesis of
photoluminescent semiconductor nanoparticles. Chapter III describes the construction
and characterization of the first yeast displayed random peptide expression libraries.
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Chapter IV presents systematic studies, at the amino acid level, of compositional,
contextual and spatial effects on peptide-inorganic material interactions. A hierarchy of
design criteria were established that enabled predictive-design of material specific
peptide sequences. Chapter V extends similar systematic sequence-activity relationship
studies to peptide-mediated semiconductor nanoparticle formation and
photoluminescence modulation. New high-throughput chemistry methods and
comparison between genetically identified and engineered peptides are presented as well.
Chapter VI centers on the application of material-specific peptides and cells displaying
peptides in industry and medicine. Early-stage results of both on-yeast and off-yeast
applications are shown and future utilities are discussed. The Closing Remarks section
looks to the future and outlines potential new avenues for research that would further our
understanding of peptide-material interactions, with the main goal of improving our
capacity to engineer biomolecule-templated materials.
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Chapter I. Development of a semi-quantitative, cell-based
system for interfacial studies




This Chapter describes the adaptation of yeast surface display to the study of
peptide-solid material interactions. Controls were performed to understand background
binding of yeast to solid materials, and various assays to evaluate the relative strength of
peptide binding were explored. Important for the studies in subsequent Chapters, the cell
coverage assay was developed which relies on light microscopy to image cells bound to
materials. The assay enabled rapid, semi-quantitative evaluation of peptide-mediated
binding events on flat material surfaces. Additionally, the inorganic crystalline materials
used in our studies and their characterization was discussed.




In the last few years there has been significant interest in identifying biomolecules
with molecular specificity for inorganic materials that bind and/or direct the synthesis of
various technologically and medically important materials2 4 ' 30. Methods employed to
select or evolve such material binders include phage display20 2 3' 31-33, bacterial surface
display2 5, 26' 34-36, and monoclonal antibodies3 7. However, certain challenges arise using
these display formats for identifying and characterizing inorganic material binding
polypeptides. One concern is the difficulty in characterizing the nature of the interfacial
interactions on solid surfaces29. Many biochemical techniques are not amenable to
studying direct binding interactions between a soluble molecule and solid-state material.
Two techniques, surface plasmon resonance (SPR)38 and quart crystal microbalance
(QCM)3 9, require the material of interest to be deposited in a thin film, which is not
always possible, or require custom modifications to the instruments. In light of this,
coupling the display system to the direct study of surface binding interactions may be an
attractive alternative. Unfortunately, phage display is not ideally suited for this process,
and therefore limited characterization of biomolecule-material interactions have been
reported. The phage particles are of insufficient mass or size to evaluate binding strength
using force detachment assays. Furthermore, phage and bacteria require additional
labeling, immunological assays, or time intensive AFM or TEM techniques for
visualization, preventing rapid and direct quantitation. The proteinaceous phage coat
may also contribute to surface binding through nonspecific protein absorption,
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complicating binding measurements. Bacterial display has been used to a limited
extent40 , however exploit of the ability to genetically engineer mutations into genetically
identified polypeptides has not yet been reported with this system.
Yeast surface display may be a good alternative approach for both identifying and
characterizing material surface binding polypeptides. Yeast surface display has
successfully generated biomolecules with improved expression, stability, and high
affinity for applications in protein therapeutics and drug discovery8 19. Saccharomyces
cerevisiae are ca. 4 i[m spherical cells with a rigid cell wall, which are easily visualized
and quantifiable by conventional light microscopy or with a fluorescence activated cell
sorter (FACS). The relatively massive cell in comparison to phage or bacteria and the
lack of cellular appendages allows for the application of mechanical forces to the
particle-like cell body to quantitatively probe biomolecular interactions with surfaces41' 42.
Advantageous in other cell display systems26' 43, the ability to genetically regulate display
in yeast44 enables determination of background cell adherence and amplification without
the use of a secondary host permits rescue of all surface binding clones. Eukaryotic cells
such as yeast are able to efficiently display post-translationally modified or complex
proteins such as antibody fragments45 and receptors4 6 , not easily achieved using phage or
bacterial display systems. Thus, material-specific biomolecules identified using a
eukaryotic cell display system could be transposed onto mammalian cell types with
relative ease. In addition, because organisms have evolved intricate systems to control
inorganic materials as evident in biomineralizationl 2, studies at a cellular/molecular level
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with an engineered system could give insights into molecular mechanisms of natural
biomineralization.
Genetic screening of combinatorial cell-displayed libraries, including antibodies
displayed on yeast4 5, holds many promises in terms of generating protein-specific affinity
reagents for therapeutics and drug discovery'8 47. Although many advances have been
made to this point 9, yeast display libraries have not been screened against minerals or
other material surfaces. Therefore, this section describes initial experiments aimed at
determining the feasibility of yeast-displayed libraries for panning against inorganic solid
material surfaces, particularly inorganic materials of technological importance.
Importantly, techniques were used to examine the physical nature of the material
surfaces. The properties of such materials, in particular II-VI semiconductors and
metallic materials, and their characterization are discussed.
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Chapter I. Results and Discussion
I.A. Yeast on inorganic material surfaces, controls
To evaluate the potential of using yeast surface display (Figure 1, pg. 33) for
panning against mineral surfaces, we first observed by optical microscopy the binding of
S. cerevisiae strain EBY100 to mineral surfaces including single crystal cadmium sulfide
(CdS), single crystal sapphire (A1203), epitaxially grown gallium nitride (GaN),
polycrystalline gold (Au) sputter coated onto glass, iron platinum (FePt) thin film on
Si/SiN, geomineral sphalerite, platinum foil, and silica (SiO2). These materials are
representative of technologically important II-VI and III-V semi-conductors, electronic,
magnetic, and insulating materials, as well as other classes of metals and natural
occurring minerals.
The binding of non-expressing EBY100 cells and a control clone expressing the
CD20 ectodomain fragment fused to the C-terminus of Aga2 (CTCON)4 5 to all minerals,
except very rough substrates was zero, as exemplified for CdS Figure 2 (pg. 34) and for
FePt in Figure 3 (pg. 35), with the following exceptions. After the sphalerite and Pt foil
were contacting with EBY100, washed, and placed in culture tubes in fresh growth
media, yeast rapidly filled the culture tub Upon examination, it appeared that yeast cells
were carrying through the wash steps by remaining in the non-uniform topological
features on these materials, in grooves in Pt foil, and in cracks and crevices of the mineral
sphalerite. Also, under a light microscope EBY100 cells were observed to sparsely
adhere to the surface of the silica wafer. This was not unexpected since it is generally
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known that proteins and biomolecules (such as those comprising the yeast cell surface)
can bind non-specifically to glass (amorphous SiO 2) surfaces. However, non-expressing
EBY100 did not adhere to the majority of materials tested. Thus EBYlOO cells were well
suited for panning on smooth surfaces of a variety of materials since background binding
was extremely low, and binding events were readily detected by optical microscopy.
In addition, the viability of EBY100 in the presence of semiconductor precursor
salts was assessed by challenge of the yeast with solutions of cadmium chloride or
sodium sulfide. In summary, incubation with these metal salts showed no significant
effect on yeast survival as determined by colony counts from plating 1 hour post-
challenge. The results are discussed in more detail in Chapter VI Part B.
Control experiments were performed on sub-libraries of cells ("d4" sub-
populations) isolated after panning against CdS, Au, and FePt, as described in Chapter II.
Screening in buffer without BSA resulted in increased cell coverage of the material
surface versus buffer with BSA by roughly 2-fold for Au and FePt, indicating BSA-
independent binding of the clones to the material surfaces. Moreover, this result
highlights the usefulness of a non-specific blocking agent for increasing the stringency of
selection for certain materials. Also, binding to the materials was observed in both
glucose and galactose media when an induced (SG) culture was used, showing that the
sugar molecules themselves did not affect binding. Further, binding was observed in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) based buffers that lack yeast nutritional components, and
in the presence of tween-20 detergent. Together these experiments suggested that
binding was medium independent, but dependent upon the displayed library polypeptides.
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The ability to regulate the binding of the cells to the material through control of
gene expression was then explored. Importantly, expression of the scFv library was
regulated by diffusible molecules through a Gal-based promoter4 8. Glucose medium
(SD) repressed expression, while a switch to galactose medium (SG) induced expression
roughly 1000 fold over the repressed state as shown previously4 8 . Clones grown in SD
medium exhibited no binding in comparison to identical cultures grown in SG medium
(see Figure 8, pg. 67). Thus, interactions with the surface of CdS were mediated through
the displayed polypeptides, and were nutritionally regulatable.
I.B. Semi-quantitative assays for cell binding
We first developed semi-quantitative means to measure the coverage of cells
adhered to a surface to discern variation in ability of different populations of yeast to bind
minerals surfaces (Figure 4, pg. 36). This was accomplished by imaging cells bound to
the surface of a material by light microscopy, applying a contrast-based threshold to the
images to define cell vs. background areas, and calculating the ratio of cell area to total
image area as a percent.
In the studies presented in this thesis, we found that measuring and comparing cell
coverage values was sufficient to tease out relative binding strength information when a
source of fluidic shear was applied across the surface of the materials. Usually, by
simply rocking culture tubes placed on their side, adequate fluidic shear was provided by
the liquid displaced by the movement of air in the tube. Although crude, this basic
methodology enabled comparison of many samples in parallel in a single experiment, and
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was sufficiently reproducible. In later chapters we adapted the assay to a multi-well plate
format, improving consistency across samples in a single experiment, increasing
sensitivity across a broader range of relative affinities, and greatly simplifying manual
input.
Why would two peptides with different affinities for a material surface give
different values in the cell coverage assay? The measured surface coverage values were
dependent only upon peptide affinity for the following reasons: Once a cell bound, it
stayed bound (under constant fluidic shear) and therefore an equivalent limiting number
of cells were used in each binding experiment. The expression level distribution of each
population (for example, see Figure 11, pg. 71) was the same for different peptide
sequences. A cell bound upon contact when the density of its displayed peptides in
combination with the affinity of its displayed peptide was above a threshold binding
strength (avidity-based) to overcome the applied shear force, thus, the highest expressing
cells in a population should bind; accordingly, binding a low percentage of cells
displaying a weak affinity sequence and a high percentage of cells displaying a strong
affinity sequence should bind because the peptide affinities define the threshold
expression level in the expression distribution necessary for binding. For more detailed
treatment of the kinetics of receptor-mediated cell adhesion and detachment to 2-
dimensional surfaces see references by Hammer et a149.
Further advances in quantitation of binding strength using a flow chamber to
regulate fluidic shear across the surface of a substrate could certainly provide increased
accuracy. For example, the kinematics of motion of rolling yeast moving across a
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modified solid surface has been related to the adhesion strength of the displayed
protein4'. Flow cell studies have also been used to examine shear-induced detachment of
yeast adhering to glass50. Development of a fluidic chamber system to quantify binding of
yeast displayed inorganic binding peptides to technologically important materials is under
study by Eric Krauland, MIT.
Quantitative measurement of the binding strength of cell-displayed peptides to the
material solid surfaces is critical to supplying information for calculation of binding
affinities. Another mechanical stress system we tested was based on application of a
centrifugal force to an inverted substrate with bound cells using a centrifuge apparatus.
The idea was to step increase the applied force by increasing the rate of rotation until
cells detached from the substrate, and use the release velocity value to calculate
centrifugal force, similar to the method reported5 . Preliminary results with this system
were encouraging- yeast binding Au (Chapter II, Part D) were able to remain adhered on
an inverted, submerged Au substrate though various levels of microcentrifugation-
however further development is necessary. One difficulty was in cutting the substrates to
fit precisely in an apparatus such that they were inverted yet still submerged in media or
fluid. Therefore, we used the semi-quantitative cell coverage assay, which offered
greater throughput and ease in measurement.
Alternatively, to probe the molecular interface between biomolecules and
materials we studied binding through competition using peptides as well as metal ions to
inhibit and titrate binding of clones to CdS (presented in Chapter II). Although these
methods offered ability to roughly quantify binding strength, these methods were
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sequence-specific and dependant on the composition of the mineral in study. More
general methods of disrupting protein interaction, such as elevating temperature,
increasing ionic strength, or increasing level of detergents could enable comparisons of
relative binding strength across many different types of substrates.
However, to truly understand binding strength of material interfacing peptides and
enable cell-free applications of material-specific peptides, free peptide studies are
necessary. Studies that compare cell-attached and free peptide binding on the same
material surface could establish a 'Rosetta stone' correlation for translating the relative
cell-based affinities into quantitative binding constants (Kd's) or, at the least, identify
cell-system idiosyncrasies. For example, peptides binding to Au could be studied by
surface plasmon resonance (SPR, i.e. Biacore) and compared with our cell system results
(Chapter II and IV) to aid determination of the degree of scaffold-related effects in the
correlation. Another promising method demonstrated very recently was the use of atomic
force microscopy (AFM) to quantify surface coverages of free peptides on GaAs,
although currently limited by experimental throughput61 . Again, in the present, the yeast
system and cell coverage assay offered unsurpassed advantages for facile, higher-
throughput study of peptide-material surface interactions.
I.C. The inorganic crystalline materials
The following Chapters focus on peptide interactions with surfaces of II-VI
semiconductors CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe and metallic Au. The II-VI materials used in
the binding studies were obtained from commercial sources (see Experimental) as
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polished, uncoated single crystals and cut into uniform pieces as shown in Figure 5 (pg.
37). Au, which is known to be inert to oxidation, was supplied as polycrystalline films
on glass, also cut into uniform pieces.
The properties of the material surfaces, such as crystal structure, electronegativity,
and topology may significantly influence binding of peptides. The II-VI materials can
form two different crystal structures, zinc blende or wurtzite, based on different lattice
constants of the component Group II and Group VI atoms (Figure 6, pg. 38). In the
binding studies presented herein, the crystal structure or orientation of CdS probably only
had minor consequence; The polished semiconductor surfaces were not atomically
smooth (grooves were visible, see Figure 2, pg. 34) and therefore presented a variety of
facets and the peptides were unconstrained and likely conformed to different crystal
structure parameters and topologies.
We examined the surface-layer elemental composition and chemical bonding
information of the II-VI materials through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
Note that although low angle XPS characterizes the 'surface' of materials, the penetration
depth is typically greater than 5 nm. Ideally, we need information for only the top one or
two atomic surface layers (<1 nm) of the inorganic materials that are exposed and able to
interact with the peptides. However, we were most concerned about oxide formation or
organic layer buildup, which could be several nanometers in thickness, and therefore
examined low angle XPS data in comparison to perpendicular XPS data. Apparently
CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe had little oxide or organic matter present on the surface, even
after multiple uses, seen by the predominance of peaks corresponding to the component
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II-VI atoms and their chemical shifts. This conclusion was further supported by the fact
that cell coverage values were consistent for the same peptide clone tested on the same
set of material pieces (cleaned after each use) over time.
Importantly, the properties of Group II and VI atoms differ in ionic and solid-state
forms: For example, the radius of cadmium increases and the radius of sulfur decreases
as the ions form solid-state materials5 2 and share electrons though bonding in the crystal.
Consequentially, the charge state (i.e. Cd+2 oxidation state) becomes less defined (partial
charge) in the bulk material. Theoretical models of II-VI crystalline faces indicate
discrete surface charges for lattice-arranged atoms, however, there is no direct evidence
that the layer of atoms at the liquid-water interface remains perfect; the surface atoms
may be thermodynamically driven to rearrange, for example to balance charge. In
addition, there are obvious steric and stereochemical differences between flat solid
material surfaces and individual ions, including ions coordinated by flexible organic
ligands attached to solid-supports. These chemical and physical disparities motivated the
direct study of solid-state materials as a means to develop data-backed rules for peptides
binding to material surfaces. Future methods to examine the top one or two atomic layers
of solid material surfaces would be of great benefit to complement our studies, which
focus on the peptide side of the interface.




Yeast strain and library. Yeast strains EBY100, and control clone CTCON4 5 were a gift
of the Wittrup Lab, MIT. S. cerevisiae engineered to display a human repertoire single
chain antibody (scFv) library4 5 was maintained as previously described53 . The scFvs
fused to the C-terminus of Aga2 are encoded on 2-micron plasmids downstream of a Gal-
based promoter, and maintained in yeast strain EBY100 which has Agal under control of
a Gal-based promoter integrated in its genome53.
Materials. Polished single crystal CdS and CdSe (A-plate, wurtzite) were purchased
from Cleveland Crystal (Cleveland, OH), and polished single crystal ZnS and ZnSe (zinc-
blende) were from Electronic Space Products International (Ashland, OR) supplied as
roughly 1 cm x 1 cm pieces. Evaporated Au coated glass slides were manufactured by
Evaporated Metal Films Corporation (Ithaca, NY). All of these materials were cut into
0.5 x 0.6 cm pieces using a die-saw in the Materials Technology Lab (MTL) with the
assistance of Dan Adams. FePt thin films were prepared by Thomas Thompson at IBM
(Almaden, CA), and had good magnetic properties (Hc(ave) = 8000 Oe). The film
structure was Si/SiN/FePt (-50nm) and physically the samples were on one-inch Si
wafers. The film lacked the usual Pt capping layer leaving the FePt exposed, yet was
expected to oxidize very slowly (T. Thompson). Wafers were broken into pieces roughly
0.4cm x 0.4cm. Epitaxially grown GaN and the A1203 template wafers were a gift of
Andreas Stonas and Evelyn Hu at UCSB (Santa Barbara, CA). All materials were
cleaned between experiments by brief aqueous sonication in a bath sonicator (Fisher
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Scientific), rinsing in 5 mM HC1 (only GaN, A1203 every 2-3 uses) and in 70% ethanol
and stored dry. Geological sphalerite samples were obtained from a local collection, and
Pt foil was a gift from Dan Solis (MIT).
Semi-quantitative cell coverage assay. Cells, including CTCON control and scFv
library clones, were grown to mid-log phase in SD at 300 C then induced in SG for 18 to
24 h at RT. 2 OD600 units of cells were resuspended in 1.5 mL SG-BSAT in 2 mL
microcentrifuge tubes. 0.5 cm2 CdS was placed into each clone culture and rocked 1 h,
washed in SG-BSAT in new tubes for 30 min, and imaged by optical microscopy in 6-
well culture plates. Digital images were collected with AxioCam MR on an Axioplan
optical microscope (Carl Zeiss), and percent area coverage was quantified using ImageJ
v1.3, developed by Wayne Rasband, NIH. Briefly, images were thesholded to define cell
vs. background areas, and the ratio of cell area to total image area was calculated.
XPS material surface characterization. Surface integrities of CdS, CdSe, ZnS, ZnSe
were monitored by both perpendicular and low angle XPS with a Kratos AXIS Ultra
Imaging X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer before and after panning in aqueous media.
E. (Libby) Shaw from MIT Center for Materials Science and Engineering carried out the
XPS procedures and assisted with data interpretation.
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Aga2p scFv fusion ORF'
Diagram showing the single-chain variable fragment antibody (scFv) library displayed on
the surface of yeast cells as a fusion to the Aga2 protein. Aga2 is covalently linked to
Agal by two disulfide bonds, which becomes covalently linked to the yeast cell wall
polysaccharide. Illustration taken from Feldhaus et al., 20034.
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Figure 2. Yeast surface display binding controls on single crystal CdS surface
(A) Yeast library expressing surface-displayed scFv antibodies bound to the surface of
single crystal CdS [A-plate] after panning round d3 (Chapter II), shown here as a positive
control for binding. (B) A yeast control clone, CTCON, expressing CD20 ectodomain in
place of the scFv library does not bind single crystal CdS, demonstrating inability of a
non-selected protein to bind yeast to the material surface. Transmission light microscopy
image were ca. 540 ýtm x 540 ýtm in size.
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Figure 3. Yeast surface display binding controls on FePt wafer
After placing FePt wafer pieces into induced cultures of (A, B) yeast scFv library or (C) a
control clone CTCON, which expresses CD20 ectodomain in place of the scFv library,
materials were washed in media, placed in the shown culture tubes with SD media and
grown overnight. Growth was observed in (A, B), but not in (C), even after 48 hours,
indicating minimal background binding of the control clone to FePt in contrast to binding
of clones in the scFv library.
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Five pieces of single crystal CdS were imaged by microscopy after completion of a
typical cell binding experiment. The images were first converted to black and white
using a threshold function, and the black regions corresponding to cell bodies were then
quantified as a percentage of total image area. The resulting values were presented in the
graph, and were representative of peptide binding strengths ranging from high to low.












Figure 5. Picture of inorganic crystalline materials
Shown left to right: Polished single crystal CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe, and Au coated on
glass, all 0.1 to 0.2 cm thick. The materials were cut into uniform 0.5 cm x 0.6 cm pieces
for systematic binding studies (Chapter IV) and preliminary CdS and Au studies (Chapter
II).
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Figure 6. Crystal structures of II-VI semiconductors used in studies
Lattice structures representative of the two crystalline forms of the II-VI semiconductor
materials, such as CdS, CdSe, ZnS, ZnSe. The Group II atoms (Cd, Zn) are shown in red,
the Group VI atoms (S, Se) are shown in yellow.
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Chapter II. Preliminary identification and study of inorganic
surface-binding biomolecules




Although promising for biomimetic materials applications, polypeptides binding
inorganic material surfaces and the mechanism of their function have been difficult to
characterize. This chapter reports preliminary sequence-activity relationships of peptides
interfacing with inorganic materials, and presents methodologies broadly applicable to
studying peptide-solid surface interactions. First, yeast surface display with a human
repertoire antibody library was employed and rare-occurring scFv fragments as CdS-
binding polypeptides were identified. Using the semi-quantitative cell-surface binding
assay (Chapter I), site-directed mutational analysis, and genetic engineering short distal
regions of the displayed polypeptides were defined as necessary and sufficient for CdS
binding. Alanine scanning mutagenesis in combination with a series of engineered
polyhistidine peptides elucidated a direct relationship between the histidine content and
binding strength, which appeared to be further modulated by arginine and acidic residues.
The minimum strength of interaction was established by competition studies using
soluble synthetic peptide analogs, which showed half-maximal inhibition of yeast binding
to CdS at -2 [tM peptide. Furthermore, the synthetic potential of the genetically
identified soluble CdS peptide in mediating aqueous synthesis of photoluminescent CdS
nanoparticles at room temperature was demonstrated. This system was also applied to
Au, FePt, GaN, A1203 in an attempt to elucidate mechanisms governing interfacial
interactions for diverse technologically important materials.




Characterization of the binding interactions between biomolecules and inorganic
solid surfaces has proven difficult because many biochemical techniques to study binding
phenomena require soluble or specially immobilized ligand/receptor pairs. Therefore,
many early studies solely described identification and application of material-specific
biomolecules. Stanley Brown first used bacterial surface display to identify iron-oxide
adhering peptides26 . The Belcher Group pioneered the use of phage display to isolate
material-specific peptides to bind, grow, and organize technologically important
materials across multiple length scales2 0 ' 22, 24, which inspired later works3 0' 54. However,
these studies presented little characterization on the molecular mechanisms of action for
binding or assembling the inorganic materials. Here we report detailed study of
interfacial sequence-activity relationships between peptides and inorganic material
surfaces using a cell display method adapted to solid surfaces.
The method relied on living yeast cells to express and display on their surface a
combinatorial library of proteins or peptides, which were then panned against a solid
material surface. Subsequently, all cells bound to the material surface were rescued by
turning off display and amplifying them in culture. We first used an antibody library
isolated from human pre-immune B-cells displayed on S. cerevisiae4 5 for panning
experiments since it was readily available from the Wittrup Lab at MIT. The library
contained ca. 2x108 yeast transformants each having a single-chain variable-fragment
antibody (scFv) fused to the C-terminus of Aga2 maintained on a 2-micon based plasmid
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in EBY100 S. cerevisiae, which has Agal stably integrated53 . This system has been fully
described by Feldhaus et. al., in Nature Biotechnology 21, 163-170 (2003). Single crystal
CdS, a II-VI semiconductor material, was chosen to demonstrate the full potential of our
method due to its importance in optical devices and biological nanoparticle probes55. Our
early results from panning the yeast scFv library against single crystal sapphire (A1203),
epitaxially grown gallium nitride (GaN), polycrystalline gold (Au) sputter coated onto
glass, and iron platinum (FePt) thin film on Si/SiN are also described in this chapter.
Initial results indicated that full-length single chain antibodies were not
responsible for surface adhesion. Importantly, using genetic engineering and biochemical
techniques adapted to liquid-solid interfaces, we then compared relative binding affinities
of the CdS binding polypeptides to deduce peptide regions necessary for surface
interaction with CdS. Further insights into sequence-activity relationships of CdS binders
and variants at a side chain level were gained through mutational analysis and alanine
scan mutagenesis. These results show the importance of histidine in mediating the
binding of our genetically identified peptides to CdS, and other materials.
Results from peptide-mediated material growth studies are also presented in this
Chapter. Organisms use intricate systems to direct biomineralization', complicating
understanding of any single component of the overall processes. Therefore, we attempted
to reduce the study of biomineralization to a molecular level, focusing on relating the
effects of altering peptide composition, sequence, and concentration to the ability to
template nano-materials. In the initial work described here, we demonstrate the ability of
genetically identified peptides to template photoluminescent CdS nanoparticles.
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The work described in this Chapter culminated in the establishment of an
experimental framework to identify and study scFv and peptide sequences (Figure 7, pg.
65), aimed at relating peptide sequence information to binding and templating
functionalities. This logical workflow was followed and further expanded upon in later
Chapters.
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Chapter II. Results and Discussion
II.A. Panning for CdS surface-binding biomolecules
Panning was first performed against single crystal cadmium sulfide (CdS), a II-VI
semiconductor, using a library of S. cerevisiae displaying 109 different human scFv
antibodies and shorter polypeptides4 5. The general panning method is outlined in Figure
9 (pg. 68). Sequential rounds of screening (dl-d7), were performed on a 1.0 cm2
polished A-plate CdS single crystal to identify material specific clones, details of which
are shown in Table A (pg. 66). The expression of library clones was induced by growth
in galactose-based media (SG)48 for 24 hours at room temperature. The CdS was
exposed to the yeast library in an aqueous buffered environment for 1-24 h, washed in
media, and visualized by light microscopy. The bound yeast were then permitted to
"grow off' the surface by placing the CdS in glucose-based SD4 8, which represses
expression of the scFvs fused to Aga2, and cultured for 24 h (Figure 8A, inset, pg. 67).
The "grow off' method ensures rescue of all clones bound to the material. Rounds dl-d4
were screened in SG-BSA while rounds d5-d7 were screened for shorter time periods in
PBS-BSAT, which contains tween-20 and BSA, to increase the stringency of selection
(Table A, pg. 66). Additionally, clones grown in SD, which represses expression of
displayed polypeptides, exhibited no binding (Figure 8B, pg. 67) in comparison to
identical cultures grown in SG, which induces 1000 fold increased expression4 8 (Figure
8A). Even after attempting to grow off any bound cells by incubation of the CdS in
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media for 24 hours, the cultures remained clear (Figure 8B, inset, pg. 67). Thus,
interactions with the surface of CdS were mediated through the displayed library
members and were nutritionally regulatable.
After round "d7", a total of 36 yeast clones from the genetically identified binding
population were sequenced. DNA was isolated from each yeast clone, amplified in
Escherichia coli, isolated and sequenced by common methods. Three unique CdS clones,
DO 1, D07, and E01, were identified after grouping identical DNA sequences, and were
represented 26, 6, and 4 times, respectively. The three sequences were translated and
aligned with consensus IgG Fv domain sequences using IgG BLAST
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/igblast/), and residues differing from the consensus were
identified (Table B, pg. 69). All three CdS clones were fragments of full-length scFvs,
which upon analysis of DNA sequence appeared to have originated from frameshift
mutations present in the natural antibody repertoire or introduced during PCR
construction of the library. Feldhaus et al reported 68% of the library to express the
distal c-myc epitope4 5, thus a maximum of about one-third of the library likely expresses
scFv truncations. The resulting DO 1, D07, and EO 1 polypeptides are comprised of 47, 70,
and 70 amino acids with 100, 91, and 90% homology to class VH6-1, VH1-2, and VH1-2
variable heavy chain domains, followed by 33, 13, and 13 amino acids, respectively, with
no resemblance to the natural contiguous VH sequences. The composition of the
"frameshift" amino acids was predominantly polar and charged residues, significantly
enriched in histidine.
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The DNAs corresponding to these clones were then transformed back into naive
EBY100 yeast and clones were tested again for binding to CdS, to eliminate false
positives due to host chromosomal mutations. All three CdS-binding sequences
reconfirmed their original phenotype in the clonal verification/binding assay. The results
are quantitatively displayed in Figure 10 (pg. 70) as percent area coverage of the CdS
surface (dark grey bars). The theoretical maximum for surface area coverage from the
footprint of hexagonally packed perfect spheres was about 90.7%. However, the yeast
are not absolutely uniform, are randomly spaced, and lateral forces to move bound cells
are insufficient to maximize their packing. The results show D01 covered 48%, D07
covered 50%, and E01 covered 40% of the surface of the CdS. A previous calculation of
adsorption, modeled as randomly placed disks on a surface, obtained a maximal surface
coverage of 55%56. Thus, D07 binding likely approaches the maximum surface coverage
by a single monolayer of randomly adhered cells.
In this study, scFv fragments with C-terminal frameshift polypeptides were
isolated over full-length scFvs despite their minority representation in the starting
population (less than one-third)4 5. Closer analysis revealed a bias for the truncated scFvs
through each round of panning (Figure 12, pg. 72). Not surprisingly, peptides were
sufficient to mediate interaction with a flat material surface, as has been shown using
peptides identified by phage display for a variety of materials2 ' 24. We hypothesize that
since peptides have greater conformational freedom than the more structured scFv
antibodies, there is a greater probability that a peptide will assume a configuration that
results in an energetically favorable interaction with the flat crystalline surface. Panning
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a random peptide library displayed on the cell surface should serve to produce material
specific peptides as well, complementary to phage panning, yet with ability to directly
visualize binding and semi-quantitatively evaluate binding strength. This motivated
construction (Chapter III) and panning on CdS of yeast surface display random peptide
libraries.
We have also identified full-length clones from the scFv library by combining the
panning method with alternating rounds of FACS, a powerful tool used extensively to
screen this and other cell based libraries4 5 57, sorting for the presence of the C-terminal c-
myc epitope tag (screen "f"'). However, upon reconfirmation and comparison with our
DO, D07, and E01 clones, these scFvs conferred significantly lower adhesion ability,
and therefore we focused our efforts on probing deeper into the mechanism of binding of
the shorter polypeptide clones (Chapter II.B). This discrepancy between our identified
scFvs and histidine-rich peptides may be explained by our results presented herein, which
highlight the importance of sequence composition in determining binding strength.
Three rounds of panning alternated with two rounds of FACS sorting were used to
enrich for material-binding clones with a bias for presence of the distal C-myc epitope
tag. Even with a strong selection pressure for full-length scFvs, shorter sequences still
remained in the population of isolated clones. The persistence of truncated scFvs through
the FACS rounds may be attributable to a few possibilities. First, FACS sorting,
although very efficient, has a small error rate allowing undesired clones to "leak" though
the screen and into the pool of C-myc-positive amplified clones. Secondly, within the
displayed scFv fragment, an epitope may exist that resembles the C-myc tag, which
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would result in the clone being stained and sorted as a positive. Finally, a binding clone
may harbor two distinct sequences, one for a scFv fragment responsible for binding, and
another full-length non-binding sequence that is stained. By any of these or other means,
a small percentage of short sequences could pass through a FACS screen for full-length
clones. However, their predominance suggests a large selection pressure for their binding
and amplification during the panning rounds on the materials. If full-length clones in the
population were to bind equally as well during panning, and subsequently preferentially
isolated by the FACS sort, then they would be expected to greatly outnumber truncated
clones after the 5 rounds of panning/FACS. Since this was not observed to be the case,
we believe that full-length scFvs have a selective disadvantage in our panning system
arising from poor presentation of side groups to the flat crystal surface, slowing the
growth rate of their host yeast cells during induction, or a combination thereof. Since the
truncated scFvs sequences in screen "d" were strong binders and we were interested in
identifying minimal regions interacting with material surfaces, we focused further studies
on these shorter polypeptides.
II.B. Probing the interface between peptides and CdS using genetic engineering
First, truncation mutants derived from each CdS clone identified in screen "d"
were genetically engineered (Table B, pg. 69) and tested for binding to CdS (Figure 10,
pg. 70) in order to determine regions necessary for binding. DO1I, which removed only
half of the C-terminal "frameshift" amino acids from DO1, bound to CdS. Removal of
the entire frameshift region (clone DOlH) abolished binding, which suggested that the
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frameshift region is necessary for mediating the yeast-material interaction. Similarly,
D07V and EOlV, which removed all C-terminal frameshift amino acids from clones D07
and EO, respectively, did not show any ability to mediate CdS binding. As expected,
further truncations that removed more of the antibody structure and C-terminal peptide
region (D07R and EOlR) did not exhibit ability to bind. Importantly, the expression
levels of all clones were compared by fluorescent immunostaining of the proximal HA-
epitope and flow cytometry4 5, which showed no significant differences in expression
(Figure 11, pg. 71). Thus we hypothesized that the short peptides attached at the C-
terminus of the antibody framework fragments contributed much of the binding energy
that held the yeast cells to the surface of CdS.
To test whether the peptides alone were sufficient to bind the yeast cells to the
surface of CdS, we constructed Aga2 fusions of the peptides. Here the peptides were
displayed without the antibody framework (Table B, pg. 69), attached directly to the long
flexible -(G4S)3AS- linker at the C-terminus of Aga2 as were the scFvs4 5 with an
additional -GGG- spacer. These peptides were panned in parallel with the truncations
and the original genetically identified clones to determine relative binding efficiencies
(Figure 10, pg. 70). Clones expressing D07pep were able to bind to CdS, clearly
demonstrating the importance of the frameshift region in the original isolated D07 clone.
EOlpep and DOlpep also repeatedly showed detectable binding, albeit at significantly
lower adhesion strength even though their expression levels were similar to their parent
clones and to D07pep. The decreased surface coverage of yeast expressing the peptides
compared to the parent sequences suggested that the antibody framework may provide
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structural stability and thereby display the histidine rich peptides in a more optimal
context.
These results also demonstrated that EOlpep was a significantly weaker binder
than D07pep, which was surprising since the peptides differed by only 2 of 15 amino acid
residues (DVHHHGRHGAE[Q/H]A[D/E]I) with one change being conservative [D/E].
Under less stringent buffer conditions, the binding ability of EOlpep improved, but
remained significantly below D07pep. Again measured by flow cytometry, the two
fusions were expressed at equivalent levels. Thus, the observed weakened binding of
EO1pep was hypothesized to result at least in part from the loss of histidine at position
Q12, which was explored later in this section.
At this point it may be useful to bring up the issue of avidity. Based on a rigid
smooth spherical cell with 2 /tm radius sitting on a flat material surface, we estimate that
about 2.25% of the surface area of a single cell lies within 5 nm of that material.
Assuming approximately 104 - 105 evenly distributed peptides per cell44' 58, and a
necessary < 5 nm distance for interaction between a displayed peptide and the material,
there are on order of 200- 2000 potentially surface-interacting polypeptides. Therefore,
avidity effects resulting from multiple peptide-material interactions could amplify
differences in relative binding strength using the yeast system.
In order to test the off-yeast binding capability of the identified peptide
sequences, competition studies with synthetic peptides CDS7 (n-
GDVHHHGRHGAEHADI-c), corresponding to the sequence of D07pep, and FP1 (n-
HNKHLPSTQPLA-c), identified by phage display to bind FePt5 9, as a control, were
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performed against the binding of parent clone D07pep. The percent area coverage of
CdS surfaces was used as a semi-quantitative metric for cell binding in the presence of
the soluble peptides (Figure 13, pg. 73). Increasing concentrations of CDS7 from 17.45
ng/mL to 174.5 tg/mL resulted in decreased binding of yeast clone D07pep to CdS up to
77%. Further, 174.5 g/mL CDS7 almost completely abolished binding (98% calculated
reduction) in contrast to an equimolar concentration of FP1 (134.3 [tg/mL), which
decreased binding by only 24%. Thus, soluble CDS7 was able to effectively inhibit
binding of clone D07pep with an estimated half-maximal inhibition achieved with ca. 3.5
Cpg/mL (2 [tM) soluble peptide. This value should not be mistaken for a equilibrium
dissociation constant (KD) in a bimolecular reaction between CdS and the soluble peptide.
The assayed phenomena were complex, with soluble peptide competing against a
polyvalent bound cell for the solid surface of CdS. The half-maximal inhibition
concentration of 2 [EM may serve as a conservative upper-limit to a KD value since it a
concentration greater than the actual KD of soluble peptide binding is expected to be
necessary to overcome the avidity of the cell/material interaction.
Since relatively small peptide regions were shown to be both necessary and
sufficient to cause binding between cell and material, a more detailed mutational analysis
was performed within the peptide to arrive at residue level binding information.
Selective alanine mutagenesis was performed on polar/charged residues along D07pep
(Figure 14A, pg. 74) and screened for binding against CdS (Figure 14B). The
polar/charged residues were chosen as a first order guess as to those responsible for the
interaction. The Asp 4 (D14) residue was not mutated due to a similar mutation in the
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clone EOlpep. The non-polar residues may be important for adding spatial and/or
structural constraints, which were explored in Chapter IV. Binding studies revealed that
the histidine residues were those mainly responsible for binding since mutation of each
individually to alanine substantially reduced the binding capacity of the peptide (Figure
14B, pg. 74) without affecting expression level (Figure 11, pg. 71). The binding levels
of these histidine to alanine mutants correlated with that of EOI pep (Figure 10, pg. 70),
which also lacks one histidine compared to D07pep. These results suggested that binding
interaction was one in which the histidine imidazole groups coordinate with Cd2+ ions in
the crystal surface. Other work has demonstrated the importance of histidine for binding
metal clusters and assembling inorganic materials6 ' 61. Because each histidine removal
individually resulted in almost complete elimination of yeast binding under the
conditions described, it further suggested that binding resulted from cooperative
interaction of the five histidines on one or more ion in the CdS crystal. The four
histidines remaining in the alanine scanning mutants, regardless of position, were not
sufficient to reconstitute full binding under the assay conditions used.
Interestingly, mutation of the positively charged arginine (R07A) had a less
dramatic decrease on the binding capacity and removal of the negatively charged
aspartate (DOlA) and glutamate (EllA) slightly improved binding. These results
suggested a role of arginine in contributing to and of acidic side chains in down-
modulating binding of these peptides to CdS, and that further random mutagenesis and
rounds of selection may lead to identification of peptide variants with increased binding
strength and/or specificity to materials. We did create (Chapter III) and screen a random
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peptide library displayed on yeast in order to elucidate more general compositional biases
of peptides binding CdS. But an engineered approach gave us a clearer understanding of
the nature of these peptide-CdS interactions (Chapter IV), the first step of which we
continued probing the importance of histidine in CdS binding, presented here.
To examine further the role of histidine in binding to the CdS surface, we
genetically engineered a series of yeast clones to express hexa-, penta-, tetra-, and tri-
histidine peptides as Aga2 fusions. Similar peptides expressed by cells have been used to
chelate heavy metals free in solution62' 63, but not to bind cells to the solid-material
surfaces. Here we contacted our series of polyhistidine displaying clones with CdS and
compared binding using our cell coverage assay (Figure 16, pg. 76). The results clearly
demonstrated histidine to be sufficient to mediate cell binding, and the number of
histidines to be directly related to cell binding ability. Analysis of other reports showed
that histidine appears in almost all CdS/ZnS genetically identified peptides23 , FePt
genetically identified peptides5 9, and iron oxide adhering polypeptides26 , however,
peptides binding other material surfaces need not contain histidine20' 25, 26, 40, suggesting
an importance for a wider variety of side chains or motifs. Further, detailed study on the
basis of GaAs (100) binding over Si (100) highlighted the need to understand
relationships between chemical composition and spatial structure in elucidating the basis
of adhesion specificity64 . These results motivated Chapter IV studies, which are aimed at
systematically elucidating the role of other amino acid side chains in modulation of
material specific interactions through engineered peptides.
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II.C. Nanoparticle formation with genetically identified CdS-binding peptides
To further demonstrate the versatility of isolated material-specific reagents
identified with our system, we used CDS7 peptide to mediate formation of
photoluminescent semiconductor nanoparticles in aqueous solution at room temperature
(Figure 15, pg. 75). In brief, aqueous CdCl2 was added to various concentrations of
CDS7 peptide dissolved in water and incubated at room temperature. Subsequently,
aqueous Na2S was added dropwise until equimolar concentration with CdCI2 was
reached. Photoluminescence ranging from blue-green to yellow was immediately
observed upon exposure of the CDS7 nanoparticle solutions to a UV source (Figure
15A). The broad photoluminescence emission above the band-edge wavelength was
thought to originate from many surface-state hole-pair recombinations, which can
dominate emission as nanoparticle size decreases and surface area/volume ratio increases.
The nanoparticles were then characterized by TEM (Figure 15B) which showed
relatively uniform particles with an average diameter of ca. 3.2 nm for 1:10 molar ratio of
CDS7 peptide: salts. Although nanoparticles were seen with both peptides, the CdS-
specific peptide produced nanoparticles with significantly better optical properties over
the FP1 control across a broad range of concentrations, as shown in (Figure 15A). Both
of these peptides may serve to lower the activation energy of nucleation such that many
nucleation sites compete for limited precursor salts. However, the CdS-specific peptide
produced nanoparticles with significantly better optical properties over the control
peptide, suggesting further peptide-dependent effects. Tuning of growth conditions of
the peptide-mediated process and/or changing the peptide sequence may lead to quantum
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dots with characteristics resembling current commercialized organic high-temperature
methods. In this thesis, we chose to try to understand more general features of peptide
sequences, which govern the ability to mediate assembly of photoluminescent CdS
nanoparticles (Chapter V).
II.D. Panning scFv library against other inorganic material surfaces
Comparative study of peptide sequences adhering to a variety of materials could
help elucidate molecular mechanisms of binding and establish design principles for
generating material specific biomolecules. Therefore we panned the original scFv library
against other materials in early experiments, as was done for CdS (Chapter II Section A).
In addition, the same controls using CTCON and the other aqueous media were
performed for all the materials, as described for CdS, to show that binding was dependent
upon display of specific sequences and background binding was zero.
First, we panned against Au and FePt while panning against CdS in screen "d",
following the same screening parameters. The isolated sequences from these screens are
shown in Table C (pg. 77) for Au, and Table D (pg. 79) for FePt, and resemble the "d7"
CdS sequences in length due to similar frameshift mutations in the scFv sequences.
Interestingly, the FePt sequences have many histidines, whereas the Au sequences have
only two, one, or no histidines. We also made truncation mutants of these Au and FePt
genetically identified peptides and evaluated their abilities to bind their respective
materials (Figure 17, pg. 78, and Figure 18, pg. 80). The results are not as clear as those
with CdS, which is partially explained by later results showing the importance of residues
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other than histidine in providing binding strength (i.e. C, M, W to Au), and contextual
effects. Such comparisons provided motivation to directly study the effects of peptide
composition on material specificity, which is presented in great detail in Chapter IV.
Additionally, screen "e" was performed, wherein three rounds of panning were
performed (el-e3) following similar procedures as described for CdS screen "d" in
Chapter I on other materials including a III-V (GaN) semiconductor, a metal (Au), a
magnetic alloy (FePt), and an insulator (A1203), and CdS before individual clones were
sequenced. Examples of isolated clones binding to different materials are shown in
Figure 19 (pg. 81).
Interestingly, only 14 full-length scFv sequences were identified from over 350
DNA sequences from screen e3, which grouped into 2 full-length clones for A1203, 3
clones for GaN, 1 clone for CdS, and zero clones for both Au and FePt. The remaining
groups with representations ranging from 2 to 26 sequences were predominantly scFv
fragments as seen for the original CdS d7 screen. Identification of full-length scFvs from
this library was expected to be enhanced by combining the panning procedure with
alternating rounds of fluorescence-activated cell sorting or magnetic bead enrichment6 5.
However, as described in Chapter II Section A for CdS, we did use FACS in an attempt
to enrich for full-length Au and A12 03, but the few full-length clones isolated were
comparatively very weak binders when re-transformed into naive cells and reconfirmed.
Although structure-binding relationships likely play an important part in
biomineralization processes, we believed first providing a fundamental understanding of
compositional and contextual rules for binding would enable better structural studies.
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Thus this thesis focuses on the former, presented in detail in chapter IV for a variety of
inorganic materials.
Chapter II. Conclusions
We have shown that contacting yeast-displayed peptides, site-directed mutants,
and engineered peptides leads to semi-quantitatively different, reproducible cell
coverages. Using this yeast display platform, we found that binding strength to CdS was
directly proportional to the number of histidines present in displayed peptides and
influenced by neighboring residues. We also demonstrated the importance of peptide
sequence in aqueous, room-temperature synthesis of photoluminescent semiconductor
nanoparticles. Further insights into the molecular basis of peptide interfacial interactions
will enable development of a complete set of design rules for engineering novel material-
specific biomolecules (Chapter IV).




Yeast scFv library. S. cerevisiae engineered to display a human repertoire single chain
antibody (scFv) library4 5 was maintained as previously described53 . The scFvs fused to
the C-terminus of Aga2 are encoded on 2-micron plasmids downstream of a Gal-based
promoter, and maintained in yeast strain EBYI 00 which has Agal under control of a Gal-
based promoter integrated in its genome5 3.
Materials. Polished single crystal CdS, A-plate was purchased from Cleveland Crystal
(Cleveland, OH). Evaporated Au coated glass slides were manufactured by Evaporated
Metal Films Corporation (Ithaca, NY). FePt thin films were prepared by Thomas
Thompson at IBM (Almaden, CA), and have good magnetic properties (Hc(ave) = 8000
Oe). The film structure is Si/SiN/FePt (-50nm) and physically the samples are 1-inch Si
wafers. The film lacks the usual Pt capping layer leaving the FePt exposed, yet is
expected to oxidize very slowly. FePt wafers were broken into pieces roughly 0.4cm x
0.4cm. Epitaxially grown GaN and the A120 3 template wafers were a gift of Andreas
Stonas and Evelyn Hu at UCSB (Santa Barbara, CA). All materials were cleaned
between experiments by brief aqueous sonication in a bath sonicator (Fisher Scientific),
rinsing in 5 mM HCl (GaN and A1203 every 2-3 uses) and in 70% ethanol and stored dry.
Panning method. In general, selection was carried out by exposing the material to a
culture of induced yeast cells in synthetic dropout media supplemented with galactose
(SG)53 or phosphate buffered saline (PBS) based buffers, washing the material in fresh
buffer for 1 h, then rescuing bound cells by growing cells off the material in synthetic
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dropout media supplemented with glucose (SD)53 . Panning rounds dl-d7 were performed
at RT under the following conditions. Round dl: 150 OD600 cells in 75 mL SG + 5
mg/mL Bovine serum albumin (SG-BSA), 24 h incubation; d2: 8 OD60 0 cells in 8 mL
SG-BSA, 24 h incubation; d3: 2 OD600 cells in 4 mL SG-BSA, 6 h incubation; d4: 2
OD600 cells in 4 mL SG-BSA, 2.25 h incubation; d5: 0.2 OD60 0 cells in 1.5 mL PBS + 5
mg/mL BSA + 0.1% tween-20 (PBS-BSAT), 2 h incubation; d6: 0.1 OD600 cells in 1 mL
PBS-BSAT, 1 h incubation; d7: 0.1 OD600 cells in 1 mL PBS-BSAT, 45 min incubation.
Plasmid DNA from isolated individual clones was prepared sequenced using YscFv-'F'
primer 5'-GACAATAGCTCGACGATTGAAGG or 'R' 5'-GTCGATTTTGTTAC-
ATCTACAC by MIT Biopolymers (Cambridge, MA) or Lark Technology (Houston,
TX).
Genetic engineering of CdS mutants. Truncation mutants of genetically identified scFv
clones and Alanine scan mutants of D07pep were constructed using the Quickchange
Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) to add stop codons or change codons to
alanine at the desired locations, using plasmid DNA isolated from clones DOl, D07, and
E01 as templates. Oligos for truncations were as follows:












EO 1 R' 5'-CACCACTGTTAGGGTTGATCTATCCCATCCACTCAAGCC
EO 1V 5'-CACCATGACCAGGGACTAACATCACCACGGCCGAC
EO 1 V' 5'-GTCGGCCGTGGTGATGTTAGTCCCTGGTCATGGTG

















Mutants corresponding to distal frameshift peptides lacking the VH regions were cloned




AACATGCTGATATTTAGGATCCGATCAG-3'), and EOlpep (5'-




AACAAGCTGAAATTTAGGATCCGATCAG -3') annealed to a primer (5'-
ATCCCGGGGCTAGCGGTGGCGGC-3') using Expand Enzyme (Roche Diagnostics).
Inserts digested NheI/BamHl were cloned into Nhel/BamHI digested pCTCON4 5 ,
resulting in fusion of the peptides at the end of a (G4S)3 flexible linker in the same
context as the scFvs. Sequenced plasmid DNAs harboring these cloned mutants and
peptides were transformed into EBY100 using the Geitz transformation kit (Tetralink).
Semi-quantitative cell coverage assay. Cells transformed with plasmid DNA including
truncation, peptide, and alanine scan mutants, were grown to mid-log phase in SD at
30°C then induced in SG for 18 to 24 h at RT. 2 OD600 units of cells were resuspended in
1.5 mL SG-BSAT in 2 mL microcentrifuge tubes. 0.5 cm2 CdS was placed into each
clone culture and rocked 1 h, washed in SG-BSAT in new tubes for 30 min, and imaged
by optical microscopy in 6-well culture plates. For clone E01 specificity assay, all
materials were placed into a culture flask with 20 OD600 units of cells in 20 mL SG-
BSAT for 1 h, washed lh, and imaged as follows. Digital images were collected with
AxioCam MR on a Axioplan optical microscope (Carl Zeiss), and percent area coverage
was quantified using ImageJ vl.3 developed by Wayne Rasband, NIH. Briefly, images
were thesholded to define cell vs. background areas, and the ratio of cell area to total
image area was calculated. Values for each clone were derived from 675 [tm x 535 [tm
areas and averaged from 3 images taken from each of 2-4 independent experiments.
Competition assay with soluble CdS peptide. CdS was contacted with clone D07pep,
as described in the cell coverage binding assay, in the presence of soluble synthetic
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peptides CDS7 (n-GDVHHHGRHGAEHADI-c) and FP1 (n-HNKHLPSTQPLA-c) (MIT
Biopolymers). CDS7 peptide is the same sequence expressed as a fusion by clone
D07pep. FP1, genetically identified by phage display to bind FePt, was used as a control.
10X solutions of peptide in water were added to final concentrations ranging from
17.4ng/mL to 174ptg/mL (0.01-100 [tM) during binding and wash steps. Cell binding
was quantified as described above.
CdS nanoparticle assembly and TEM. RT aqueous CdCl2 (5.05 JAM; 37 mL) was
added dropwise to a stirring solution of peptide in H20 (37.4, 187, or 374 JAM; 500 mL)
and equilibrated 12 h at RT. Then Na2S solution (5.05 tM; 37 mL) was added to the
vigorously stirring peptide/cadmium solution and stirred 1 h at RT before
characterization. Particles in solution were exposed to long wavelength UV light and
imaged with a digital camera (Sony). 10 y[L of sample was dropped onto a copper-coated
carbon grid and dried in a vacuum desiccator then imaged by TEM using a JOEL 2010
electron microscope.
Genetic Engineering of poly-histidine peptides. Pairs of oligonucleotides listed below
were annealed and inserted into BstXI sites of pBPZ vector (Chapter III Experimental),












Genetic engineering of Au and FePt mutants. Truncation mutants of genetically
identified scFv clones and distal peptides were constructed exactly as described for the






















Oligonucleotides annealed to YpepUp (5'-ATCCCGGGGCTAGCGGTGGCGGC) and
extended to clone the Au and FePt distal peptides were as follows:
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*SAR= sequence activity relationships in this schematic




Table A. Panning screen "d" parameters
dl Naive YscFv 3.0 x10^9 SGBSA 75 24 T150 flask SGBSA,Library rocker 1 hr
24 SGBSA,d2 dl grow off 1.6 x10^8 SGBSA 8 24 T25 flasks
rocker 45'
6 6-well SGBSA,d3 d2 grow off 4.0 x10^7 SGBSA 4 6 6-well ,
rocker plate 45'
2.25 6-well SGBSA,d4 d3 grow off 4.0 x10^7 SGBSA 4 2.25 6-well S BSA,
rocker plate 2 hr
d5 d4 grow off 4.0 xOA^6 PBS-BSA 15 2 1.5 mL PBS-BSA 0. 1%T,0.1%T Tomy Mix-4.5 eppi 3 hr
d6 d5 grow off 2.0 x1OA6 PBS-BSA 1 1.5 mL PBS-BSA 0.5%T,0.5%T rocker eppi 10' (1mL) x3
PBS-BSA 0.75 1.5 mL PBS-BSA 0.5%T,d7 d6 grow off 2.0 x10^6 1 
. 2' (1mL), 10' (8mL),0.5%T rocker eppi SGBSA 6 hr (lmL)SGBSA 6 hr (1mL)
Notes:
* # Cells were calculated as follows: 1 0.D.600= 2 E+7 cells.
* Buffer details: SG = yeast synthetic dropout media with galactose, PBS =
phosphate buffered saline, BSA = Bovine Serum Albumin at 5mg/mL, %T=
percent Tween-20.
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(A) Yeast library expressing surface-displayed scFv polypeptides bound to single crystal
CdS during panning. (B) In contrast, the same yeast library grown in conditions that
repress expression of the surface-displayed polypeptides exhibited zero background
binding. Optical microscopy images show ca. 260 ýtm x 260 [tm. Insets show a single
budding yeast cell bound to CdS, and yeast cultures 24 h after the corresponding CdS
crystals were incubated in SD, which allows the cells to detach from the material surfaces
and grow.





Figure 9. Method of panning cell-display libraries against solid material surfaces
General method used to identify material-specific yeast display library members that bind
to a solid material surface. Multiple rounds of induction, contact, rescue, and
amplification are performed before isolating clones for plasmid rescue and sequencing.
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Table B. Genetically identified 'd7' CdS binding sequences and designed mutants
DO1I -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVS SNSAAWNWIRQSPSRGLEWQG HDYRGHIHGHSQHGTEQPD*
D01H -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVS SNSAAWNWIRQSPSRGLEWQG *
DO1pep- - HDYRGHIHGHSQHGTEQP D*
D07 -QVQLVQSGAEVKKPGASVKVSCKAPGY T FT GYDLH WVRQAPGQGLEWMG RI N PSSGATNYAQRFQG RVTMTRDVHHHGRHGAEHADI*
D07V -QVQLVQSGAEVKKPGASVKVSCKAPGYTFT GYDLH WVRQAPGQGLEWMGRINPSSGATNYAQRFQG RVTMTRD*
D07R -QVQLVQSGAEVKKPGASVKVSCKAPGYTFT GYDLH WVRQAPGQGLEWMG *
DO7pep7 -DVHHHGRHGAEHAD I*
E01 -QVQLVQSGAEVKKPGSSVKVSCKASGDTFS SYAIN WVRQAPGQGLEWMGRINPNSGATNYAQRFQG RVTMTRDVHHHGRHGAEQAEI*
E01V -QVQLVQSGAEVKKPGSSVKVSCKASGDTFS SYAIN WVRQAPGQGLEWMGRINPNSGATNYAQRFQG RVTMTRD*
E01R -QVQLVQSGAEVKKPGSSVKVSCKASGDTFS SYAIN WVRQAPGQGLEWMG *
E0Opep- -DVHHHGRHGAEQAE I*
FWR = antibody framework regions, CDR= antibody complementarity determining
regions, or hypervariable regions.
a fused to a -(G4S) 3AS- linker at the C-terminus of Aga2.
b residues in bold differ from contiguous VH consensus sequences using IgBLAST.
c fused directly to a -(G4S) 3ASGGG- linker at the C-terminus of Aga2.
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D01 DOll D01H DOlpep D07 D07R D07V DO7pep E01 E01R E01V E01pep
Clone
Genetically identified 'd7' CdS binding sequences and designed mutants were expressed
on yeast and binding to CdS was compared with the cell binding assay. Percent surface
area covered by cells was calculated from images of genetically identified clones and
engineered mutants (see Table B, pg. 69) bound to CdS. Parent clones (dark grey),
mutants (light grey). Buffer: PBS-BSA 0.1% Tween, presence of BSA provided stringent
conditions that suppressed low binding levels. All values listed are geometric averages
from >3 independent experiments - std. error of the mean.



























Expression levels, as determined by anti-HA fluorescent immunostaining and subsequent
flow cytometric analysis, were plotted for all clones shown in Figure 10 and Figure 14
(circles), as well as for a non-expression fluorescently immunostained control (labeled).
Values were derived from the geometric mean fluorescence of the top 10% expressing
cells, rationalized as follows: The cell binding assays used ca. 4 x 107 cells/assay, and the
total available surface of CdS was 5x6xlmm- we estimated that no more than 8% of all
cells can be bound to give the maximum cell coverage of 50%, therefore the top 1. 0% was
considered conservative. The distribution of expression, as shown by the FACS plot, was
similar for all clones. As an example, the FACS plot of expression is shown as a grey line
and corresponding expression value as a grey circle. The correlation coefficient (R2)
between expression and percent area coverage was determined from the linear fit of data
points above (excluding non-expression control).
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Naive post round 1 post round 2 post round 3
Sub-populations of yeast were stained for the presence of the distal c-myc and the
proximal HA tags, and analyzed by FACS. The fraction of full-length clones was
calculated by taking the percentage of each population positive for c-myc divided by the
percentage positive for the HA-tag (See Figure 1, pg. 33). Results show a trend towards
isolation of yeast displaying fragments of the scFvs.
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100 1000
Binding of 'd7' clone D07pep to CdS in the presence of soluble peptide CDS7 (sequence
derived from D07pep) or control peptide, FP1 (identified by phage display to bind
FePt59). Solutions of peptide in water were added to final concentrations ranging from
17.4ng/mL to 174[tg/mL (0.01-100 tM) during binding and wash steps. Cell binding
was quantified as percentage of the image area covered. All values listed are geometric
averages from >3 independent experiments ± std. error of the mean.










Figure 14. Binding strengths of engineered alanine mutants to CdS surface











pep D01A H03A H04A H05A R07A H08A E11A H12A
(A) The sequence on 'd7' clone D07pep is shown with positions changed to alanine
highlighted in red. Each mutation was made individually to result in eight variants of
D07pep. (B) Binding of each alanine mutant clone to CdS was expressed as the
percentage of the CdS surface covered by cells displaying each peptide variant. Buffer:
PBS-BSA 0.1% Tween, presence of BSA provided stringent conditions that suppressed
low binding levels. See Chapter for experimental details. All values listed are geometric
averages from >3 independent experiments ± std. error of the mean.





Figure 15. Photoluminescent CdS nanoparticles formed with CdS-identified peptide
A
Peptide:
gIM Peptide: 326 0 33 163 33 326
gIM Salts: 0 326 326 326 326 326
Bj
(A) Solutions of CdS nanoparticles were formed at room temperature in aqueous
conditions by mixing material specific peptides with aqueous solutions of CdCl2 then
Na2S. Intense photoluminescence was observed from the CDS7 peptide mixed with the
metal salts (center), but not from control solutions with CDS7 peptide alone or the metal
salts alone (left). The FP1 peptide mixed with the metal salts (right) only resulted in
marginal photoluminescence. The samples shown were representative of near-optimal
photoluminescence achieved across a broader range of concentrations. (B) TEM image
of CdS nanoparticles from solution indicated by arrow. Lattice images were visible
indicating crystalline structure of the nanoparticles with average diameter of 3-4 nm.
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Cell binding to CdS for displayed polyhistidine peptides. Sequences were engineered
with 6, 5, 4, or 3 histidines and displayed by yeast as fusions to Aga2. Binding of each
clone was evaluated with the cell coverage assay. Buffer: PBS-BSA 0.1% Tween,
presence of BSA provided stringent conditions that suppressed low binding levels. All
values listed are geometric averages from 2 independent experiments + std. deviation.




Table C. Genetically identified 'd7'Au binding sequences and designed mutants
A02 -QVQLQQSGP(GLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVS SNSAGWT WIRQSPSRGLEWLG RTYYKSKWYYEMQYL*
A02Y -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVS SNSAGWT WIRQSPSRGLEWLG RTYYKSKW*
A02S -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVS SN*
AO2pep -YYKSKWYYDMQYL*
A12 -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCATSGDSVS SNRAAWN WIRQSPSRGLEWLG RTYHRSKW9GYDMRYL*
A12G -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVS SNRAAWN WIRQSPSRGLEWLG RTYHRSKW*
A12pep -YHRSKWCGYDMRYL*
AO1 -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCATSGDSVS GNTAAWN WIRQSPSRGLEWLG PTYYRSK•WHYDMRHL*
A01H -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVS GNTAAWN WIRQSPSRGLEWLG RTYYRSKW*
A01pepý -YYRSKWHYDMRHL*
FWR = antibody framework regions, CDR= antibody complementarity determining
regions, or hypervariable regions.
a fused to a -(G4S)3AS- linker at the C-terminus of Aga2.
b residues in bold differ from contiguous VH consensus sequences using IgBLAST.
C fused directly to a -(G4S)3ASGGG- linker at the C-terminus of Aga2.
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Figure 17. Relative binding strengths of 'd7' Au-identified clones vs. mutants
A01 A01H A01pep A02 A02Y A02S A02pep A12 A12G A12pep
Images of genetically identified clones and designed mutants (see Table C, pg. 77)
bound to Au were used to calculate the number of cells bound on the Au surface. Cell
binding numbers for mutant clones (light grey bars) were normalized to their respective
parent clones (dark grey bars). Buffer: PBS-BSA 0.1% Tween, presence of BSA
provided stringent conditions that suppressed low binding levels. Values listed are
geometric averages from images taken from multiple experiments -t std. deviation.
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Table D. Genetically identified 'd7' FePt binding sequences and designed mutants
G02 -QVQLVKSEAEVKEPGASVKVSCKASGYTFT GHYMH WLRHAPGQGLEWMG RFNPYSDKLCTEVSGQG HHDRGHVHQNSLHGAEKAEI *
G02H -QVQLVKSEAEVKEPGASVKVSCKASGYTFT GHYMH WLRHAPGQGLEWMG RFNPYSDKLCTEVSGQG *




GO4Q -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAI SGDSVS THRSAWHWI RQS PSRGLEWLG NTYYTSRWYNKLRTEVPG *
GO4N -QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVSTHRSAWHWIRQSPSRGLEWLG *
GO4pep1 -Y TSRWYNKLRTEVPG *
FWR = antibody framework regions, CDR= antibody complementarity determining
regions, or hypervariable regions.
a fused to a -(G4S) 3AS- linker at the C-terminus of Aga2.
b residues in bold differ from contiguous VH consensus sequences using IgBLAST.
C fused directly to a -(G4S)3ASGGG- linker at the C-terminus of Aga2.
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Figure 18. Relative binding strengths of 'd7' FePt-identified clones vs. mutants
M. pm-I
G02 G02H G02R G02pepl G02pep2 G04 G04Q G04N
Images of genetically identified clones and designed mutants (see Table D, pg. 79)
bound to FePt were used to calculate the number of cells bound on the FePt surface. Cell
binding values for mutant clones (light grey bars) were normalized to their respective
parent clones (dark grey bars). Values listed are geometric averages from images taken
from multiple experiments ± std deviation. Buffer: PBS-BSA 0.1% Tween, presence of
BSA provided stringent conditions that suppressed low binding levels. Note, FePt
material samples were non-uniform in size resulting in atypically large experimental
variation in our cell-binding assay.
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• ,,. " ,GaN S120,
Sequences identified from panning round 'e3' were retransformed, expressed in yeast,
and contacted at a low cell density with materials used in their original genetic screen.
(A) 4H01, a full-length scFv antibody bound to A120 3. (B) 4H09, a full-length scFv
antibody bound to GaN. (C) A02, a scFv fragment (See Table C, pg. 77), bound to Au.
(D) G02, a scFv fragment (See Table D, pg. 79), bound to FePt. Light microscopy
images were ca. 340 [tm x 260 [tm.
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Chapter III. Creation of yeast surface display
peptide libraries




Two random encoded peptide libraries for expression on the surface of yeast were
constructed and characterized. Both libraries contained linear 12-mer peptides as C-
terminal fusions to Aga2 separated by flexible poly-amino acid linkers. One library,
PL12, created using a newly developed molecular protocol, showed reading frame
fidelity greatly improved over common peptide library construction techniques. The new
protocol consisted of annealing the oligonucleotide library pool with end adapters for
ligation into the expression vector without enzymatic steps to fill-in single-stranded gaps.
These yeast peptide libraries may be useful for a variety of applications in addition to
identifying inorganic material binding peptides.




Random peptide libraries have been used extensively in biotechnology for
identification of peptides interacting with organic molecule targets. A variety of
expression systems have been used to link each displayed peptide with an encoded DNA
sequence in order to couple phenotype to genotype and enable genetic selection including
ribosomal display66 ' 67, phage display6 8' 69, bacterial display70 7 2, yeast surface display 9' 44,
and mammalian display4 3 ' 73. Recently, the Belcher Group has identified specific
interactions to inorganic material targets using commercially available phage display
peptide libraries (New England Biolabs), demonstrated with GaAs and InP III-V
semiconductor materials, and ZnS and CdS II-VI semiconductor materials, and magnetic
materials including FePt, CoPt and Co.23, 59, 74
In our preliminary yeast panning studies, polypeptide fragments of scFvs were
predominantly isolated over full-length scFvs (Chapter II). The identification of short
peptides suggested that panning of a fully random peptide library displayed on yeast
should serve to produce material specific peptides sequences, analogous and
complementary to phage panning. Therefore we were motivated to create random
peptide libraries fused to the C-terminus of Aga2 through degenerate oligonucleotide
cloning procedures. We have demonstrated competency in generation of high-quality
random peptide expression libraries43 ' 75-77 as described in Peelle et. al., Chemistry &
Biology 2001 May; 8(5): 521-534., Kinsella et al., Journal of Biological Chemistry 2002
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Oct 4; 277(40): 37512-37518, and Hitoshi et al., Chemistry & Biology 2003 Oct; 10(10):
975-987.
Herein we describe the methodologies used to construct encoded random peptide
libraries fused to Aga2. We initially used conventional anneal extension procedures to
generate random DNA inserts for cloning into our expression vector. However, in the
course of construction of the libraries, we explored and developed alternative molecular
engineering methods to create diverse encoded libraries. In the new molecular cloning
procedure, short primers were annealed only to the 'constant sequence' ends of a single
stranded DNA library to form duplexed ends with sticky overhangs. This partially
ssDNA/dsDNA insert pool was then ligated into a digested vector with complementary
sticky ends, and transformed into E. coli, which fills in the "gaps" in the insert. These
procedures can be applied to construction of any random encoded peptide library,
including those in phage, bacteria, yeast, or mammalian vector systems.
In this Chapter, we describe in detail the construction and characterization of two
random encoded peptide libraries for expression on the surface of yeast. Since these are
the first reported random c-terminal 12-mer peptide libraries produced for yeast, they
may be useful for a variety of applications in addition to identifying inorganic material
binders.
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Chapter III. Results and Discussion
III.A. Design of peptide libraries
We wanted our peptide libraries to possess a number of features, important for
efficient construction, expression, and display. The libraries we designed placed the
random peptide at the C-terminus of Aga2, in a format similar to the scFv and other yeast
display libraries using the Aga2 scaffold44 ' 45
We chose to create the library in a yeast expression vector based on a previously
utilized plasmid expression vector from the Wittrup Lab, pCTCON45 , thus incorporating
known regulation and expression characteristics. First, the BstXI site in the TRP gene of
pCTCON plasmid45 was eliminated by silent mutagenesis of Guanine7028 to Adenine, to
create pBP-DBK. Then, a 1.5 kilo-base pair (kbp) stuffer fragment generated by PCR
from a LacZ gene template was inserted into the NheIIBamHl cloning sites of the vector
to create our final library cloning vector pBPZ (Figure 20, pg. 97). The stuffer enabled
discrimination between single (ca. 7.8 kbp) and double-digested (ca. 6.3 kbp) vector
products during construction of the libraries since they differ by 1.5 kbp, easily
resolvable on an agarose gel.
For the library region we retained the (G3S)4 flexible linker fused to the C-
terminus of Aga2 and added a polylinker with flanking BstXI restriction enzyme sites for
efficient directional cloning of single inserts per vector backbone and a three-frame stop
sequence to ensure early termination of frameshifted inserts. The stuffer PCR fragment
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cloned into pCTCON encoded the 5' and 3' flanking BstXI sites and 3-frame stop
sequence.
In general, the random encoded peptide library oligonucleotides were synthesized
with an NNK bias, where K=G/T, to partially normalize for the redundancy in the genetic
code (i.e. a NNN library has frequency of Leu = 6/64 and Trp = 1/64, whereas a NNK
library leaves the relative fraction of Leu unchanged at 3/32, while Trp 1/64 increases to
1/32) and to reduce the expected frequency of stop codons from 3/64 (TAG,TGA,TAA)
to 1/32 (TAG). The sequences of the designed oligonucleotides are presented in the
Experimental section of this Chapter, as well as in Figure 21 (pg. 98) and Figure 22 (pg.
99).
III.B. Molecular construction
Complementary to design, the methodology used to molecularly construct
encoded peptide libraries can influence library quality. We therefore took steps to
optimize preparation and ligation of the DNA components, and to reduce bias during
amplification of the plasmid DNA library.
The library vector pBPZ was digested in excess BstXI overnight, then separated
on a large-format agarose gel such that all potential digestion products were visualized.
Complete digestion resulted in release of the 1.5kbp stuffer fragment, which was
separable from single cut vector after a long (3+ hr) runtime. Although single cut product
was present at minimal quantities in most vector digestion reactions, its removal ensured
that no vector background, formed by intramolecular 're-ligation' of single cut vector,
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was present in the final library preparation. The double cut vector, pBP(Z), was isolated
from the gel, purified using standard methods, and quantified for use in library ligation
reactions.
The encoded library inserts were prepared using two methods. The traditional
approach, called anneal-extension (AE), was used to create the BP12 insert (Figure 21,
pg. 98). A new approach, developed as a means to overcome problems encountered in
construction of the library using the traditional methods, called anneal-ligation (AL), was
used to create the PL12 library insert (Figure 22, pg. 99). We have not seen this method
reported in the literature as a means to construct diverse random libraries. The essential
difference was in the steps prior to joining the dsDNA insert with the digested pBP(Z)
vector. AE required annealing of a primer and polymerase extension of the degenerate
oligonucleotide template, then restriction enzyme digestion of the dsDNA product, as
well as several purification steps. AL simply depends on annealing of two short
"adapter" primers to the non-variable sequence ends of the degenerate oligonucleotide
template to create ligation-ready sticky ends.
There were a few interesting findings related to the generation of the dsDNA
insert by AE. The conditions for digestion of the anneal-extended dsDNA inserts were
found to be optimal at half the typical buffer concentration. Digestion with BstXI was
also improved by digesting at 55°C then lowering the temperature to 500C. However,
significant fractions of uncut or single cut insert remained in all preparations, even
though the percentage of digested product was improved by receiving oligonucleotides
from a higher quality supplier (Oligos, Etc.). Later, it was determined that the undigested
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AE product was comprised of dsDNAs with mutated BstXI sites, which originated from
infidel oligonucleotide synthesis (known to occur as oligos surpass 60 bp in length).
Oligo mutations, especially base insertion and deletions, were even more problematic
when present between the BstXI sites due to creation of improper, frameshifted reading
frames. In comparison, by virtue of the AL method requiring a shorter template
oligonucleotide and proper annealing across the constant regions at both ends, the
frameshift error rate was significantly reduced as seen in the following section. Details
of molecular cloning, electroporation, and amplification in E. coli, purification, and
generation of the yeast libraries are provided in the Experimental section of this Chapter.
In short, diversity was preserved through amplification in E. coli by growing
transformants as individual colonies on plated media. The experimentally determined
diversities were 1x107 for the BP12 library and greater than 2x107 for the PL12 library.
III.C. Characterization and expression
The overall quality of the constructed peptide libraries was assessed using the
following criteria: percentage vector relegated without insert, percentage with correct
open reading frame, experimentally extrapolated diversity, and ability to express.
First, library plasmid DNA was purified from an aliquot of yeast cells from both
libraries, and clones separated via amplification through E. coli (see Experimental
section). A total of 76 clones from BP12 (Table E, pg. 100) and 46 clones from PL12
(Table F, pg. 102) were individually sequenced and analyzed. No duplicates were
observed. Whereas less than 50% of the clones from BP12 harbored proper open reading
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frames, over 98% of the clones from PL12 harbored plasmids with perfect library
insertions. As mentioned, this difference was attributable to the quality of the
oligonucleotides and methods of construction (AE vs. AL), as well as the presence of a
tandem stop codon sequence in PL12. Overall, PL12 peptide library quality based on
insertion rate and reading frame fidelity was far superior to any previously peptide library
constructed by AE methods in our experience. However, the frameshifted sequences
without early termination codons were expected to express as well, but with additional
'constant' amino acids tagged onto the c-termini of the random peptides.
To test expression levels of the peptide fusions in the yeast system, we used
FACS and immunostaining for the proximal HA-tag (See Experimental). Both libraries
expressed the Aga2 fusions at levels seen for peptide fusions, with the PL12 population
as a whole apparently expressing more efficiently, as seen in Figure 23 (pg. 103).
However, since the HA-tag is proximal, the presence of the distal random peptides was
not directly measured; certain peptide sequences may encode proteolytic cleavage sites
and therefore be removed from Aga2 while still appearing HA-tag positive, although
experimentally this did not appear to be a significant problem.
The peptide libraries were panned against various materials, including CdS, Au,
A1203, GaN and Fe-magnetite (EM Krauland, and KT Nam) and material binding
sequences identified. These results will be reported elsewhere. The successes in panning
experiments highlighted the usefulness of these random 12-mer peptide libraries for
identifying material-specific sequences. Furthermore, genetic engineering techniques
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were applied similarly to that in Chapter II to probe the sequence-activity relationships of
these peptides interfacing with inorganic materials (Chapter IV).




Vector construction. pBPZ Library vector construction. The BstXI site present in pCT-
D07pep (Chapter II vector, derived from pCTCON4 5) at Valine97 of the TRPI gene was
deleted by incorporation of a silent mutation (C->T) using Quickchange Kit (Stratagene)
and primers (BstXKillUp) 5' TACGGCATTGATATCGTTCAACTGCATGGAGATGAG and
(BstXKillDn) 5' CTCATCTCCATGCAGTTGAACGATATCAATGCCGTA to create pBP-DBK.
A Lac Z fragment isolated by PCR of the LacZ gene with primers (BPupNhe) 5'
GATCATGCTAGCCAGGGCGGTGGGACATGATGCAGATCCATGCACGTAAACTCGC and
(BPdnBamHI) 5' TGACATGGATCCTACCCCACGCTACTGGCCTGATTCATTCCCCAGCG was
inserted into NheIIBamHI digested pBP-DBK to create pBPZ, which has flanking BstXI
sites enabling in-frame cloning of fusions to the Aga2-linker C-terminus and encodes a 3
frame stop codon sequence at the 3' end.
Generation of library DNA inserts. Oligonucleotides used in library construction were
from Proligo (BP12 library) or Oligos, Etc (test BP12 library, PL12 library). Anneal-
Extend (AE): The degenerate oligonucleotide pool encoding the random 12-mer peptide
library (BP12template4) 5'-GAGGAGCCTGGCCAGGCTACTGGCTA(MNN) 1 2GC-
CACCGCCCTGGCCAGGCTC, synthesized with an NNK bias in order to reduce the
stop codon frequency, was annealed to a primer (BP12UP4) 5'-
GAGCGAGCCTGGCCAGGGCGGTGGC and extended using the Expand Long
Template PCR kit (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Germany). The double stranded
library insert was digested with BstXI, ligated into the BstXI sites of pBPZ, and
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electroporated into E. coli Electromax DH1OB (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for
amplification on plated LB Amp+ media. Further details are provided in the Results
section of this chapter.
Anneal-Ligate (AL): The degenerate oligonucleotide pool encoding the random 12-mer
peptide library (PL12LibrBstXI) 5'-pGTGGCGGTAGCGGC(NNK)i 2TAGCTAGC-
TAGGCCAGTAGC, also synthesized with an NNK bias in order to reduce the stop
codon frequency, was annealed to two short primers (5'BstXIanneal) 5'-
pGCCGCTACCGCCACCGCC and (3'BstXIanneal) 5'-pCTGGCCTAGCTAGCTA.
The resulting hybrid DNA library containing duplexed BstXI sticky ends was directly
ligated into the BstXI sites of pBPZ, and electroporated into E. coli Electromax DH1OB
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for amplification on plated LB Amp+ media. Further details
are provided in the Results section of this chapter. The following primers were used as a
control for the Anneal-Ligate (AL) method (CH6C) 5'-
pGTGGCTGTCATCATCATCAT-CATCATTGTTAGCCAGTAGC and (CH6C') 5'-
pCTGGCTAACAATGATGATGA-TGATGATGACAGCCACCGCC, which anneal to
create a complete double stranded insert with 5' phosphorylated BstXI sticky ends.
Electroporation into E. coli. Ligation reactions were prepared for electroporation into
E. coli by ethanol precipitation as follows. Samples in microcentrifuge tubes are bought
up to 100 tL with H20, 1 L glycogen added (Roche Diagnostics Corporation,
Indianapolis, IN), and 2.5 volumes 100% ethanol added, and placed at -800 C for 30
minutes. Samples are then microcentrifuged at maximum velocity for 30 minutes, the
liquid aspirated, and DNA pellets dried at 50C for 5 minutes before resuspending in pure
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H20. Between 25 and 250 ng of ligated vector in 2-4 [tL H20 is added to 25 tL
Electromax DH OB E. coli (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) thawed on ice and pipetted into a
ice-cold 1 mm gap electroporation cuvette. Electroporation is performed at 1.8kV for ca.
5.8 milliseconds using a Micropulser (Biorad, Hercules, CA), mL SOC immediately
added, and samples transferred to 15 mL conical tubes for incubation/shaking at 370 C for
45 minutes.
Preparation of DNA. For large-scale libraries, electroporation rescue cultures were
pooled together, and diluted in LB before plating. BP12 Library was spread onto 60, and
PL12 library onto 100, 500 cm2 square plate tissue culture dishes (Coming) containing
LB Amp+ agar media. Each square plate is capable of growing greater than 2 million
individual colonies, however we typically plated these peptide libraries at a density of
2x10A5- lx10^6 colonies per square plate. After growth overnight at 370 C, all colonies
were scraped from the plates using LB media and cell spreaders, pooled into a single
flask, mixed thoroughly and aliquotted into 250 mL conical tubes. After centrifugation
and decanting of media, cell pellets were either frozen for long-term storage, or prepped
using a Qiafilter Maxi-prep kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Frozen -80°C aliquots were
dated as BP12 2004-06-28 (lx10 7 diversity) and PL12 2004-08-27 (>2x107 diversity).
Transformation into yeast. Yeast transformation in general was performed following
the Gietz 60X large-scale transformation protocol with Gietz Transformation Kit reagents
(Genomics One, Buffalo, NY) and EBY100 from the Wittrup lab (MIT) was prepared
according to Gietz recommendations. Yeast transformed with peptide library DNA were
passaged in 4 L then 2L of SD media in order to amplify transformed cells out of the
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background of non-viable EBY100, mixed, and frozen down in 50% glycerol/50% SD
media as 150 OD6 00 aliquots at -80 0 C.
DNA sequencing. Library composition was determined by sequencing 30-100 naive
clones from the transformed yeast peptide libraries as follows: Yeast plasmid DNA was
prepared as a mixture from 2 OD600 of cells using a Yeast Plasmid Isolation Kit (Q-
biogene, Carlsbad, CA), then electroporated into Top10 electrocompetent E. coli
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and plated on LB Amp+ media to separate plasmids.
Individual colonies were then picked and grown in block format, prepped using REAL
prep plate kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), and sequenced using YscFv-F primer 5'-
GACAATAGCTCGACGAT-TGAAGG or YscFv-R 5'-
GTCGATTTTGTTACATCTACAC by MIT Biopolymers (Cambridge, MA) or Lark
Technology (Houston, TX). Chromatograms were analyzed using Sequencher software
(GeneCodes, Ann Arbor, MI).
Flow cytometry and fluorescent immunostaining. For each clone or library, 0.2 OD6 00
units of yeast cells were aliquotted in microcentrifuge tubes and washed with 0.5 mL cold
PBS-BSA (5 mg/mL). Cell pellets were resuspended in 0.1 mL of PBS-BSA containing
the primary antibody, mouse anti-HA (12CA5, Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Stock 0.4
mg/mL) diluted 1:200, and incubated on ice for I hr. Then 0.5 mL PBS-BSA was added,
cells pelletted, and supernatant removed by aspiration. Cell pellets were resuspended in
0.1 mL of PBS-BSA containing the fluorescent secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse
Oregon Green (Molecular Probes/ Invitrogen) diluted 1:200. After 45 min incubation on
ice, cells were washed again, resuspended in 0.4 mL PBS-BSA, transferred to 4 mL flow
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cytometry tubes, and analyzed on a Flow Cytometer in the Wittrup lab. FACS data was
analyzed with FlowJo (Tree Star Software, OR).
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Nhel 3957 3718 Mscl
Ace 11 3957
Pst 3900
pBPZ has a 5' BstXI site at the C-terminus of the region encoding for the (G3S)4 flexible
linker and a 3' BstXI site within an encoded 3-frame stop codon sequence. The Stuffer
DNA between the flanking BsIXI sites is removed when cloning in an encoded insert.
The other elements are derived from pCTCON and pCT302 described in the literature.53
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2. Extend with polymerase to form dsDNA insert:
5'GAGCGAGCCTGGCCAGGGCGGTGGC TAGCCAGTAGCCTGGCCAGGCTCCTC
3'CTCGCTCGGACCGGTCCCGCCACC TCGGTCATCGGACCGGTCCGAGGAG
13. Digest ins rt wi h BstXI:
3. Digest insert with BstXI:
pGTGG qNO1 fl1 OW NOO1NO ACAGTAGC
CCGCCACCG---------------n - NN- TCGGTCp
4. Purify dsDNA insert from digestion mix
5. Ligate insert into vector backbone
5' -ttctgca ccgggcRGT GC .....TCA TAGCgggg.
3' -ccaagacgatcggtccCCGCCACCGGTCGGTCatcgcaccccatcctagg-
6. Electroporate into E. coli
$·
7. Plate transformants, grow, and prep DNA
8. Transform pl smid-encoded DNA library into Yeast
8. Transform plasmid-encoded DNA library into Yeast
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Figure 22. PL12 peptide library construction by new anneal-ligation protocol





2. Ligate directly into vector backbone:
5' -agccaggg_gGTGGCGGTAGCGGN __GCGGC_CTAGCTAGGCCAGTAGCgtgg-
3'-tcggtcCCGCCACCGCCATCGCCGp ATCGATCGATCCGGTCatcgcacc-
3. Electroporate into E. coli
(ssDNA gaps repaired)
'I
4. Plate transformants, grow, and prep DNA
5. Transform plasmid-encoded DNA library into Yeast
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a The sequences with 'TAG' as the first codon were translated from different clones.
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Table F. PL12 peptide library sequences of naive clones
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Figure 23. Expression of yeast random peptide libraries measured by FACS
BP12 Library (uninduced)
100 10 102  103
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PL12 Library (uninduced)
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Yeast harboring random encoded peptide libraries BP12 and PL12 were induced in SG
media and measured by fluorescent immunostaining and flow cytometry (see
Experimental). Results are shown as histograms of fluorescence staining intensity of
scatter-gated populations comprising of 85% of the most concentrated cells from the
color scatter plots. Values for evaluating expression levels of clones useful for material-
panning were calculated from the average FL1 intensity of the top 20% expressing cells
(values shown in red).






Chapter IV. Design criteria for engineering material specific
peptides




Developing a fundamental understanding of how peptides specifically interact
with inorganic material surfaces is crucial to furthering many applications in the field of
nanobiotechnology. This Chapter reports systematic study of peptide sequence-activity
relationships for II-VI semiconductor and Au binding using the yeast surface display
system and defines criteria for tuning peptide affinity and specificity for material
surfaces. First, homo-hexapeptides of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids were
engineered, expressed on yeast surface, and assayed for the ability to bind a material
surface in order to define functional groups sufficient for binding. Histidine (H6 ) was able
to mediate binding of yeast to all materials while tryptophan (W6), cysteine (C6 ), and
methionine (M6) exhibited different levels of binding to single crystalline ZnS and ZnSe
and polycrystalline Au surfaces. The ability of neighboring amino acids to up- and down-
modulate histidine binding was then evaluated using interdigitated peptides (X-H-X-H-
X-H-X). While the 20 amino acids exhibited a unique fingerprint of modulation for each
material, some general trends emerged. With neutral defined by alanine, up-modulation
occurred with glycine, basic amino acids, and the previously defined binding amino acids
histidine, tryptophan, cysteine and methionine, and down-modulation generally occurred
with acidic, polar, and hydrophobic residues. From our data, we propose a model for
peptide-inorganic material interaction in which certain amino acids directly bind the
material surface while neighboring amino acids locally modulate the binding
environment. Therefore, by the specific placement of up- and down-modulating amino
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acids material specificity can be controlled. Finally, by employing the compositional and
spatial criteria developed herein, it was possible to predictively design peptide sequences
with material specificity including a universal binder, a Au-specific binder, and a ZnS-
specific binder, that were verified as such in the context of yeast display.




The study of biomolecules for nanobiotechnology applications has grown
enormously in recent years with hopes of exploiting self-assembly and molecular
recognition for integrating advanced materials into medicine and industry3 0' 78-80. In
particular, peptides identified using a variety of genetic selection systems have exhibited
the ability to specifically bind to and/or control the synthesis of diverse technologically
important materials2 22' 25, 26, 31, 33, 59, 81. Published reports on genetically identified peptides
have provided preliminary insights as to how peptides may interact with materials34 36 40.
82, 8, but general principles relating chemical composition and spatial arrangement to
interfacial function and specificity are needed29 64. The aim of this work was to develop
principles governing peptide-inorganic interactions at the level of amino acid functional
groups.
Previous work on genetically identified peptides binding CdS suggested that
composition and context primarily determine the relative strength of peptide binding to
material surfaces3 . Herein we broaden the scope and potential applicability of our
findings through experiments directed at answering the following questions: 1) Which
amino acid functional groups are sufficient for binding short peptides to inorganic
material surfaces? 2) How do neighboring amino acid functional groups and their spatial
arrangement in a peptide sequence modulate binding strength? 3) Can our results be used
to predictively design peptides specific for different material surfaces?
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To answer these questions, compositionally simple peptides were genetically
engineered, displayed on the surface of yeast, and rapidly evaluated for binding to
inorganic material surfaces using a cell-based system (Figure 24, pg. 123) modified for
higher throughput and sensitivity from previous methods 3. Four II-VI semiconductors,
single crystalline CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe, and a poly-crystalline Au film were chosen
due to their importance in optical and electronic applications, and because closely related
materials presented the greatest challenge for engineering material specificity. Through
systematic study we defined a hierarchal set of compositional and spatial parameters for
binding, which enabled predictive-based design of material-specific peptides. Further
these principles were applied to understanding reported sequence-activity relationships of
genetically identified material binding peptides.
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Chapter IV. Results and Discussion
IV.A. Residues sufficient for binding
First we were interested in determining the minimal amino acid24 compositional
diversity sufficient to constitute peptide-inorganic interactions. Genetically engineered
peptides consisting of each of the 20 natural amino acids were displayed as homo-
hexamers on the surface of yeast as fusions to Aga2 and individually contacted with a
panel of inorganic materials, including CdS, CdSe, ZnS, ZnSe, and Au following Figure
24 (pg. 123). The materials represent 4 semiconductors (CdS/CdSe; wurtzite, ZnS/ZnSe;
zinc-blende) and a metal (Au), chosen to potentially find principles dependent upon
material properties. The relative binding affinities of each amino acid versus each
material were measured using our semi-quantitative cell-based binding assay slightly
modified (see Experimental). In the plate format used herein, values for cell area
coverages ranged from zero to an average maximum of ca. 35%. All peptides expressed
well on the yeast surface as measured by immunostaining and flow cytometry (see
Figure 31, pg. 135).
The results presented in Figure 25 (pg. 124) clearly show that homo-hexamers
composed of residues containing side chain functional groups with an aromatic secondary
nitrogen, (H, W), or a sulfur, (C, M), were sufficient for binding. Interactions of (H), (C),
and (M) with heavy metals and materials are well known 15' 84. However, direct binding
by (W) alone was surprising, even though it was reported to be enriched in genetically
identified metal oxide binders40 . Other amino acids with known metal coordination
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capabilities15 (E, D, Y, S, T, K, R) were unable to confer binding when displayed
individually in our system. Interestingly, (H) bound all five materials, yet (C), (M), and
(W) exhibited selectivity. Thus, it appears possible to design peptides specific for
materials: For example, to prefer Au to II-VI semiconductors simply by constraining
sequence composition to include (M) and exclude (H), (C), and (W). On the other hand,
the results imply that peptides with (H) would be the most promiscuous, that is unless
additional compositional, spatial, or structural constraints were added that enabled
discrimination between materials. We explored compositional and spatial constraints
later in this report.
All peptides identified through genetic screening methodologies against Au, CdS,
and ZnS in published reports and earlier work were found to contain residues that bound
as homo-hexamers: 10 of 10 Au-identified peptides34 ' 85 have (H, C, M, or W), 5 of 6
CdS-identified peptides23 ' 83 have (H) and the other has a (W), and 9 of 9 ZnS-identified
peptides23 have (H) and/or (M), shown in Table G (pg. 130). In addition, 37 reported
peptides identified to bind a wide variety of other materials -PbS23; Fe203 26; FePt59 ;
ZnO36; MnO235; Zeolites 86 ; Si0 28 7; CaCO 388- all contained at least one (H, C, M, or W)
residue. However, other screens against materials -GaAs20; ZnO40; CU204°; Cr20335;
CoO3 5; PbO235- resulted in a minority of peptides (12 of 40) that did not contain these
residues. Therefore, although genetically identified peptides are enriched in the binding
residues found in this study, this analysis suggested that other amino acids or
combinations thereof may be capable of binding to material surfaces. Interestingly, the
motifs (RR), (PR), or (RP) are present in 6 of the 9 phage or bacterial displayed metal
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oxide binders that lack (H) and (W). Whether these and other motifs are sufficient for
binding in our system is subject of further study. Mechanistically, binding may depend
on the relationship between the material-specific electronegativity and the acidity of the
peptide side chains, as proposed by Goede and coworkers6 4, or by matching electrostatic
attractions with lattice spacing parameters, although apparently not the case for one
unconstrained peptide studied64.
IV.B. Modulation of binding strength
Since genetically identified peptides are diverse in overall composition and
exhibit variable binding characteristics, we were motivated to understand the potential
roles of individual amino acids in contributing to material specificity and/or binding
affinity. Our experimental approach was to identify and evaluate residues that modulated
the binding strength of a known binding residue. Since hexa-histidine bound all 5
materials, we used (H) as a common binding residue to enable comparisons across
materials. Interdigitated peptides, of the general form XHXHXHX (X= one of the 20
natural amino acids), were genetically engineered for display on the surface of yeast and
measured to express equally well (Figure 31, pg. 135).
The 20 interdigitated amino acids were ranked by their ability to influence
binding of the three (H)'s to CdS, ZnS, and Au, and results were normalized to
AHAHAHA in Figure 26 (pg. 125). In our cell-binding assay, binding of AHAHAHA
was intermediary in comparison to the other 19 clones for all materials but relatively low
in absolute terms for CdS and Au (Percent area coverages- CdS; 4+2.1, ZnS; 18+2.5, Au;
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4.51.7). Clearly, neighboring residues had significant effects on adhesion; Results show
that in general (K) and (W) universally up-modulated relative to (A) and acidic and
hydrophobic residues without a nitrogen tended to down-modulate binding relative to
(A), which has only a methyl side chain. Side chains with oxygen as hydroxyl and
carboxyl functional groups- although important in chelation of soluble metals' 5- were
also down-modulators in the context of cell display, which correlated with statistical
studies40 and the inability to bind in homo-hexamer form (Figure 25, pg. 124). (For pre-
normalized averages see Figure 30, pg. 134). Yet each material had different modulation
fingerprints, which were exploited later in this report to design material-specific peptides.
Spatial positioning effects on the modulation of histidine binding were studied
using two approaches. In the first, interdigitated clones from Figure 26 (pg. 125)
(XHXHXHX) were compared with heptamers of identical composition but rearranged
sequence (XXHHHXX). Results showed that the order of (G) or (E) had negligible
effects on binding of the three (H)'s within statistical error for materials CdS, ZnS, and
Au as shown in Figure 27 (pg. 127). However, a statistically significant difference was
observed with placement of (R) residues: RRHHHRR > RHRHRHR. Whether these
observations are yeast display system-dependent or related to proposed arginine-rich
motif-based effects on binding3 6' 40 is under investigation (E. Krauland).
In the second approach, a spacer residue (G) was added between paired (E)'s
flanking three (H)'s in a series of peptides of the formula (EEGnHHHGnEE, where n= 0-
3). From Figure 26 (pg. 125), (E) was seen to down-modulate binding relative to (G).
Spatially separating (E) from (H) improved binding sequentially for the materials tested:
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CdS, ZnS, and Au, shown in Figure 27 (pg. 127). In fact, binding increased almost
linearly with the number of (G)'s added, until binding was roughly equivalent to
GGHHHGG binding to CdS (at n=2) and ZnS (at n=3). Trends for Au were the same, yet
at n=3 binding was still significantly below GGHHHGG possibly due to (E)'s apparently
greatest aversion to Au. Extrapolation of these results implies that contributions of
individual modulating residues are locally restricted in unconstrained peptides, likely due
to peptide deformation upon interaction with solid material surfaces89. Further, formation
of (H)-metal bonds apparently improved with increased peptide conformational
flexibility since (G) > (A) > (P) was seen in Figure 26 (pg. 125). Conversely, material
specificity may be improved by adding structural constraints that promote formation of
favorable bond angles with specific lattice parameters. Taken together, in general, the
binding of unconstrained peptides to inorganic surfaces requires certain 'binding'
residues, which are significantly modulated by spatially proximal functional groups.
IV.C. Proof of design principles
As a proof of principle for predictive-based design of material-specific peptides,
we engineered three peptides predicted to be a universal binder (Z1; KHKHWHW), Au-
specific (Z2; RMRMKMK), and ZnS-specific (Z3; PHPHTHT). Data from both the
homo-hexamer study (Figure 25, pg. 124) and the interdigitated peptide study (Figure
26, pg. 125) provided basis for peptide design. The following rationales were used in
programming specificity: The strongest general binder, (H), was interdigitated with
strong general up-modulators, (K, W), to form a general binder, Z1. Residues (M), which
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was sufficient to bind Au, and (R), which showed unique up-modulation ability for Au
over CdS and ZnS, were combined with the general up-modulator (K) to promote Au-
specific binding by Z2. Finally, ZnS-specific Z3 was designed by choosing residues that
strongly down-modulated binding of (H) to CdS and Au but only minimally affected
binding to ZnS; As seen in Figure II, residue (T) eliminated binding only on Au and CdS,
and on an absolute scale (P) was significantly less down-modulating for ZnS. All three
peptides performed as predicted by our design criteria in our cell coverage assay when
expressed by yeast, as shown in Figure 29 (pg. 129). The small amount of material
cross-reactivity may be overcome by adding additional compositional or structural
constraints to such sequences. We hope to further refine rules for material binding using
more precise metrics for binding, studying increasingly complex peptide compositions,
including structural constraints on peptide presentation, and addressing a wider array of
materials.
Our design criteria also appear applicable in improving understanding of the
fundamental basis for material specificity observed with genetically identified peptides
reported by other groups. For example, Thai and coworkers observed highly variable
affinities in their ZnO binders for Au40. Applying our findings, it appears that CN120
(PASRVEKNGVRR) and CN111 (PAGLQVGFAVEV) do not bind Au because they
lack (H, C, M, and W) residues, and CN185 (RTDDGVAGRTWL) is unable to confer
binding due to its single (W) placed between two strong down-modulators for Au, (T)
and (L). Also, the ranking of their ZnO sequences that bound Au- CN146
(MRHSSSGEPRLL) > CN179 (RIGHGRQIRKPL)> CN155 (VRTRDDARTHRK)-
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may be explained by composition and context as well; CN146 contains two binders (H)
and (M), CN179 has one binder (H), and CN155 has one binder (H) next to one strong
down-modulator (T). Of course experimental mutational analysis would be necessary for
verification of these hypotheses.
Extending and validating our studies with other peptide-based systems are
required to identify system-dependencies and establish robust universal design rules to
aid molecular engineers. Specifically, further systematic studies are needed to elaborate
on design criteria to include structural relationships and possible multi-amino acid motifs.
Another critical issue is that of the material itself; the exact nature of the bonds, crystal
structure, orientation, surface composition, and polarization of the inorganic materials,
we expect, will influence binding events. Through greater mechanistic understanding of
interfacial interactions more complex inorganic hybrid architectures may be realized
through bio-directed self-assembly.




From systematic study of peptide sequence-activity relationships, we conclude
that interfacial binding depends primarily on composition; For the II-VI semiconductors
and Au studied, only residues from the group of histidine, tryptophan, methionine, and
cysteine appeared sufficient for significant binding. Additionally, each material has a
unique fingerprint of binder-modulator relationships, where spatially proximal amino
acids tune the binding strength of binder-residues/motifs in unconstrained peptides. From
the composition and contextual principles investigated, predictive-based design of
material-specific binders was realized. Further studies, focusing on compositional,
spatial, structural, and material-dependent rules may eventually lead to a quantitative-
formula for calculation of binding specificity and affinity from peptide sequence and
structure.




Yeast surface display. Peptides were displayed as fusions to the C-terminus of Aga2,
which is encoded on a 2-micron plasmid downstream of a Gal-based promoter. The
expression vectors were maintained in S. cerevisiae strain EBY100, which has Agal
under control of a Gal-based promoter integrated in its genome, as previously
described53.
Genetic engineering of yeast displayed peptides. pBPZ expression vector construction:
The BstXI site of pCTCON4 5 was killed by silent mutagenesis (C to T) at Val97 of TRP I1
using Quickchange Kit (Stratagene) and primers 5'
TACGGCATTGATATCGTTCAACTGCATGGAGATGAG and 5'
CTCATCTCCATGCAGTTGAACGATATCAATGCCGTA. A 1.5kB stuffer fragment
of LacZ isolated by PCR with primers 5' GATCATGCTAGCCAGGG-
CGGTGGGACATGATGCAGATCCATGCACGTAAACTCGC and 5'
TGACATGGATCCTACCCCACGCTACTGGCCTGATTCATTCCCCAGCG was
inserted at the C-terminus of Aga2's (Gly4Ser)3 linker with NheI/BamHl. The resulting
vector pBPZ, has non-identical BstXI sites flanking the stuffer enabling efficient cloning
of DNA-encoded inserts and encodes a terminal 3-frame stop codon sequence.
Engineered peptide expression vectors (X6 and XHXHXHX clones) were generated by
annealing oligonucleotides (i.e. G6 peptide oligos: 5'GTGGCGGTGGTGGT-
GGTGGCGGATAGCCAGTAGC and 5'CTGGCTATCCGCCACCACCACCAC-
CGCCACCGCC) to create dsDNA inserts with BstXI compatible sticky ends and
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ligating into BstXI sites pBPZ. The complete list of oligonucleotides used is at the end of
this section. No peptide control (*) has an encoded stop codon at the end of the linker in
place of the first amino acid of a typical peptide fusion. All vectors were amplified,
sequenced, and then transformed into EBY100.
Materials. Polished 'A-plate' single crystal CdS and CdSe (Cleveland Crystal), polished
single crystal ZnS and ZnSe (Electronic Space Products International), and Au coated
slides (Evaporated Metal Films Corporation) were cut into 0.5 cm x 0.6 cm pieces (Dan
Adams, MIT Microsystems Technology Laboratory) for use in binding experiments,
cleaned by brief aqueous sonication in a bath sonicator (Fisher Scientific), rinsed in 70%
ethanol, and stored dry.
Cell coverage assay. Evaluation of material binding was carried out as described
previously83 (Chapter II), modified to a plate format for increased throughput and in
buffer lacking BSA, both of which improved the assay sensitivity for evaluating weak
binders. In short, material samples were contacted with 1 OD6 00 of induced yeast cells in
I mL PBS 0.1% tween-20 (PBST) in wells of 24-well culture plates under fluidic shear
provided by rocking at a steady 2 cycles/sec for 1 hour, then washed in fresh PBST for 30
min. Digital images were collected with AxioCam MR on a Axioplan optical microscope
(Carl Zeiss), and percent area coverage was quantified using ImageJ v1.3 developed by
Wayne Rasband, NIH. Concurrently, expression levels of all induced clones were
measured by staining for the proximal HA-epitope tag as described below, and analyzed
using FlowJo (Treestar Software). All clones expressed efficiently and at comparable
levels (for example, see Figure 31, pg. 135).
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Flow cytometry and fluorescent immunostaining. For each clone or library, 0.2 0D600
units of yeast cells were aliquotted in microcentrifuge tubes and washed with 0.5 mL cold
PBS-BSA (5 mg/mL). Cell pellets were resuspended in 0.1 mL of PBS-BSA containing
the primary antibody, mouse anti-HA (12CA5, Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Stock 0.4
mg/mL) diluted 1:200, and incubated on ice for 1 hr. Then 0.5 mL PBS-BSA was added,
cells pelletted, and supernatant removed by aspiration. Cell pellets were resuspended in
0.1 mL of PBS-BSA containing the fluorescent secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse
Oregon Green (Molecular Probes/ Invitrogen) diluted 1:200. After 45 min incubation on
ice, cells were washed again, resuspended in 0.4 mL PBS-BSA, transferred to 4 mL flow
cytometry tubes, and analyzed on a Flow Cytometer in the Wittrup lab. FACS data was
analyzed with FlowJo (Tree Star Software, OR).
List of oligonucleotides. These complementary oligonucleotide pairs were used to
construct the expressed engineered peptides of the general formulas: XXXXXX,
XHXHXHX, XXHHHXX, EEGnHHHGnEE, and material-specific peptides Z1-Z3. The
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X6 peptide (Amino Acid) V W y * Materials
Each of the 20 natural amino acids was tested for binding to five inorganic materials,
single crystalline CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe and poly-crystalline Au film. The peptides
were displayed as homo-hexamers on the surface of yeast as fusions to Aga2 and
contacted with each solid material. Binding of each clone was expressed as percentage of
the material surface covered by cells, averaged from >3 independent experiments (3D
graph represents over 1200 analyzed images). For each average value shown, ± std error
of the mean was less than one quarter of the bar height. No peptide control (*). See
Experimental and Results sections for details.
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Figure 26. Contextual influence on binding strength for CdS, ZnS, Au
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Relative Binding Strength on CdS
0.5 1.0 1.5
Relative Binding Strength on ZnS
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
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Relative Binding Strength on Au
6 7
Up- and down-modulation of histidine binding strength by all other amino acids relative
to alanine was evaluated using interdigitated hexapeptides (XHXHXHX, X= one amino
acid per clone) displayed on yeast, for (A) single crystalline CdS, (B) single crystalline
ZnS, and (C) poly-crystalline Au film. For each clone, percent area coverage was
normalized to percent area coverage for AHAHAHA on CdS (4±2.1) ZnS (18±2.5) and
Au (4.5±1.7) ± std error of the mean for 3-6 independent experiments. No peptide
control has a stop codon in place of the first X position (*).
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The influence of spatial positioning on peptide-mediated binding was studied by creating
variants of identical chemical composition but with varied sequential order of amino
acids. Interdigitated peptides (XHXHXHX) and flanking peptides (XXHHHXX), where
X = (E,G,R), were displayed on yeast as Aga2 fusions. Binding of clones to CdS, ZnS
and Au was measured as a percentage of the material surface covered by cells, averaged
from 2-3 independent experiments ± std error of the mean.
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The down-modulation of histidine (H) binding by glutamate (E) was evaluated as a
function of sequential proximity. A series of four clones, EEGnHHHGnEE (where n = 0,
1, 2, 3), were displayed on yeast as Aga2 fusions. Binding of clones to CdS, ZnS and Au
was measured as percentage of the material surface covered by cells, averaged from 3
independent experiments + std error of the mean.

















Three peptides engineered to be a universal binder, Zi (KHKHWHW), Au-specific Z2
(RMRMKMK), and ZnS-specific Z3 (PHPHTHT) were displayed by yeast as Aga2
fusions. Binding of clones Z -Z3 to CdS (grey bars), ZnS (white bars), and Au (black
bars) was expressed as % of the material surface covered by cells, averaged from 2
independent experiments ± std. error of the mean. Material specificity was shown to be
statistically significant using a student t-test with p < 2x1io (*) and p < 4x1o0-8 (**).
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Table G. Compositional analysis of genetically identified material-binding peptides
Material "Display'I e) Clone b'Clone Sequence H C M W
CdS PD2 23 J182 cTYSRLHLc 1 2
PDI 23 J140 SLTPLTTSHLRS 1
E14 PWIPTPRPTFTG 1
YSD 83 d7-DO 1 PGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVSSNSAAWN 6 3 3
(this thesis) WIRQSPSRGLEWQGHDYRGHIHGHSQHGT
EQPDIRRHGRLLLCERCN
d7-D07 AEVKKPGASVKVSCKAPGYTFTGYDLHWV 6 1 2 2
RQAPGQGLEWMGRINPSSGATNYAQRFQG
RVTMTRDVHHHGRHGAEHADI





d7-EO I pep DVHHHGRHGAEQAEI 4
ZnS PD2 23 Clone13 cHMAPRWQc 1 2 1 1
Clone 14 cQSMPHNRc 1 2 1
1 8/A7 cNNPMHQNc 1 2 1
PDI 23 Z6 RRQDVHLPSRTL 1
Z8 LRRSSEAHNSIV 1
Z 10 LPRAFMGHAPGS 1 1
ZIl TRHMASRTEAHL 2 1
Z15 LPPAWAMQVHTA 1 1 1
Z35 PRPSPKMGVSVS 1
PbS PD1 23 J72 QNPIHTH 2
Au BSD 1 34 RPI ( SKTsLGCQKPLYMGREMRMLT ) 2 2 6
( KTsLQQSGASLQGSEKLTNG )5
RP2 (QATsEKLVRGMEGASLHPAKT) 9 9
RP4 (SKTSTNNFGGMMPGGDESTKI ) 17 34
RP5 (QATsEMQRQMGIRVGPEQDKT ) 22
RP6 (QATsGSERMGHQSGTVHPGKT) 7 14 7
PDI 8 DanSolis- 1 LKAHLPPSRLPS 1
(Belcher Lab) YuHuang- 1 KPHTPHNHPSHH 5
YSD d7-A02 PGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVSSNSAGWT 1 1 4
(this thesis) WIRQSPSRGLEWLGRTYYKSKWYYDMQYL
d7-A12 PGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVSSNRAAWN 1 1 1 4
WIRQSPSRGLEWLGRTYHRSKWGYDMRYL
d7-A01 PGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVSGNTAAWN 2 1 1 4
WIRQSPSRGLEWLGRTYYRSKWHYDMRHL
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Compositional Analysis Table, page 2 of 4.
Material aDisplay(r'n Clone b'cClone Sequence H C M W




YSD d7-G02 VKSEAEVKEPGASVKVSCKASGYTFTGH 8 2 2 2
(this thesis) YMHWLRHAPGQGLEWMGRFNPYSDKLCT
EVSGQGHHDRGHVHQNSLHGAEKAEI
d7-G04 sGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVSTHRSA 6 1 4
WHWIRQSPSRGLEWLGNTYYTSRWYNKL
RTEVPGQSHDYRGQIHEHSLHGAEQPEI 
Fe 2O3 BSDI 26 pSB 1972 RRTVKHHVNLEDTIAIKEDILEITALARSTLL 2
EERIKPTRLALEITAPKRLPVLESPLELSRQI




pSB2071 QPNSHGSACLERRTVKHHVNLELRMKNPTKNL 3 1 2
EGSKMEDNGILEIKEGAVAAK
pSB1971 VAKKPVAMILEHRKRQKTGLLEEKKNTRRVL 1 1
pSB2065 GRIRRSKLRLETHDPSATRGLEKKPPRTAAKL 1
EKKVVRDQAS
Psb 1819 RIITPREVSLEGHHHTCFAYLECVRAQCTQSL 5 3 1
EELHDRMIHA
ZnO BSD2 36 pJKS9 NTRMTARQHRsANHKSTQRA 2 1
pJKS 10 VFLPSILGWRsRLDDQGVAA 1
pJKS 12 TRNKHTTARRsVAPGIGEPS 1
pJKS 14 IMHVRLRARRsARHMKDADP 2 2
pJKS 17 PIIIRSRINRsHGRTKATPA 1
pJKS18 RGLRNILMLRsYDSRSMRPH 1 2
pJKS 1 TRRGTHNKD 1
pJKS 16 TVPKRHPKD 1
pJKS45 IAKKTHNKQ 1
pJKS 15 YDSRSMRPH 1 1
pJKS46 TASRHTEPH 2
BSD3 40 CN179 RIGHGRQIRKPL 1
CN155 VRTRDDARTHRK 1
CN120 PASRVEKNGVRR
CN146 MRHSSSGEPRLL I 1
Cn 1 PAGLQVGFAVEV
Cn185 RTDDGVAGRTWL I
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Compositional Analysis Table, page 3 of 4.
Material 'Display(r' Clone b'Clone Sequence H C M W




CN44 NTVWRLNSSCGM 1 1
CN88 EKWGMHQECYRH 2 1 1
CN93 TMEPRWWCNPIN 1 1 2




PbO2 BSD1 35 pKKJ63 VQNDRIVAG
pKKJ64 YPPFHNNDH 2
pKKJ68 NTRMTARQHRsANHKSTQRA 2 1
pKKJ69 LAIDGTDVQRsKPLARSSGA
pKKL65 PSPIRVPHHRsTAIPNRQLIRsQIRIHAMGH 4 1
pKKJ70 RRVRDIHLGRsVQHRLGQPLRsLHQQSSPTL 3
pKKJ71 RTPLAPVPVRsWHIGSRTIARsFNGITIGDN 2 3
RSYIPEHWYWS
CoO BSD1 35 pKKJ75 GRMQRRVAH 1 1
pKKJ76 LGKDRPHFH 2
pKKJ73 RGLRNILMLRsYDSRSMRPH 1 2
pKKJ74 EPRRATQAPRsKPQKNEPAP
pKKJ72 LGAVSSLFSRsQKIMQTDIVRsKGVRPAQR 1
MnO BSD1 35 pKKJ80 HHMLRRRNT 1 1
pKKJ81 HINASQRVA 1
pKKJ79 CPRLGVWFYRsLSVGDGFVR 1
pKKJ77 TSGPSRVMTRSIILRIGTLDRCLKVFHMGW 1 1 2 1
pKKJ 178 ITPILHDHRRsSVRPMVAHRRsPTLYFPAAS 3 1









Gll-3 HGNPLPMTPFPG 1 1
GI-3 RLELAIPLQGSG
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Compositional Analysis Table, page 4 of 4.
Material 'Display' "r Clone b¢Clone Sequence H C M W
Zeolites BSDI !6 pSN6 (VKTQATSREEPPRLPSKHRPG) 4
pSN14 (MDHGKYRQKQATPG), 7 7
SiO, PD1 I MSPHPHPRHHHT 5
2 RGRRRRLSCRLL 1
3 KPSHHHHHTGAN 5
CaCO 3 PDI I AragBasiclO HTQNMRMYEPWF 1 2 1
CalcAcidS DVFSSFNLKHMR 1 1
Key:
aPD 1, phage display; PD2, phage display constrained as -C-peptide-C-; BSD 1, bacterial
surface display phage X receptor; BSD2, Bacterial surface display FimH; BSD3, E. coli
cell surface display FliC/Thioredoxin constrained as -CGP-peptide-PGC-.
bAmino acids in SMALLCAPS are from constant regions of libraries and tabulated in italics
CRR/PR/RP motifs are underlined
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A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y *
Clone XHXHXHX (Amino Acid X)
The ability of interdigitated amino acids to modulate the strength of tri-histidine binding
were evaluated as yeast displayed XHXHXHX peptides on single crystal CdS, ZnS, and
polycrystalline Au. Average percentage area coverages were determined from 2-6
independent binding experiments ± std. error of the mean using the plate-format cell
coverage assay in PBS-0.1% Tween. (*) No peptide control has a stop codon in place of
the first X in the peptide sequence. Note, this data was presented as normalized ratios for
each material in Figure 26.
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Expression
Expression levels of yeast expressing XHXHXHX clones were measured by fluorescent
immunostaining and flow cytometry (see Experimental) and compared with measured
binding on CdS, ZnS, and Au. Expression values were derived from the average
expression level of the top 20% cells in each induction, which were calculated from 90%
intensity levels in FACS FLI channel histograms for each clone. Results from 2-3
independent inductions were normalized to clone GHGHGHG then averaged. These
expression levels were plotted versus average binding values for each clone obtained in
cell coverage experiments on CdS, ZnS, and Au with the same cultures. Trends show no
direct correlation between expression levels and binding, especially when the same
induction culture was compared across materials (see key). On an absolute FACS
intensity scale, the expression levels differed between clones by less than 20 percent.




































Chapter V. Sequence-activity relationships for peptide-
mediated nanoparticle formation




Biomimetic synthesis of nanomaterials has received enormous attention recently,
yet efforts have only begun to elucidate design principles for engineering peptides to
mediate efficient growth and stabilization of nanomaterials. Studies presented and higher
throughput methodologies developed herein were aimed at furthering understanding of
sequence-activity relationships for peptide-mediated CdS nanoparticle formation. By
testing synthetic analogs of X6 and XHXHXHX peptides with pre-determined material-
binding affinities (Chapter IV), a curved-linear correlation between nanoparticle
synthesis ability and material binding strength was observed: Intermediate peptide-CdS
surface binding strength yielded optimal CdS nanoparticle photoluminescence. The
nanoparticle formation capabilities of genetically identified peptides and mutants were
also evaluated and led to the proposition that amino acid compositional diversity
conferred properties that enabled superior CdS nanoparticle formation as measured by
photoluminescence. The results were interpreted in relation to the current working model
for peptide-mediated nanoparticle formation. Lastly, yeast assays for observation of
peptide-mediated nanoparticle growth on the surface of living cells were explored as a
means to directly screen for peptides with optimal nanoparticle formation capabilities.




Natural biomineralization processes are often very complex, involving regulation
of the concentration, timing, and spatial separation of precursor salts to form the
inorganic phase'. Furthermore, biomacromolecules are integrally involved in
coordination of crystal growth ' 2. However, the extent to which the sequence,
composition, or structure of the biomacromolecules control the biomineralization
processes are not well understood.
Natural proteins and peptides involved in CaCO3 deposition have been isolated
and studied8' 91, 92, however detailed study of their sequence and comparison with
engineered variants has not been carried out due to the difficulty in engineering their host
organisms. Also, natural microbial induced extracellular precipitation and intracellular
nanoparticle formation have been observed for biologically-toxic heavy metals, such as
cadmium and lead ' 4' 93' 94. Cysteine-rich phytochelatin peptides are key mediators for
such detoxification processes and in-vitro combinatorial and ratiometric approaches
evaluated the metal-binding properties95 and ability to produce photoluminescent
nanocrystallites96 98 of phytochelatin chemical derivatives. Such studies have begun to
elucidate design parameters for biomimetic production of semiconductor and noble metal
nanoparticles with pre-defined structural or optical properties.
Recently, genetically-identified phage displayed peptides have been shown to
assemble nanocrystalline materials from soluble precursor salts for a variety of
materials2 1-2 3' 59 81, 99 The modified M13 phage were shown to control crystal properties
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including morphology, phase, and growth rate. Although phage can be easily
manipulated through recombinant DNA techniques, there have been no careful studies
concerning the effects of amino acid mutations in the displayed peptide sequences on the
ability to control mineralization.
With interests in synthesizing biomimetic nanostructured materials, we attempted
to extend our systematic studies into material formation, using CdS nanoparticle
formation as a model system. Genetically identified CdS peptides were shown capable of
mediating photoluminescent CdS nanoparticle formation in Chapter II. Here, designed
compositionally simple peptides as well as peptide sequences identified through genetic
selection and their variants were used to investigate sequence-related effects on
nanoparticle crystallization and photoluminescence. The peptides were produced
synthetically and tested under minimalist conditions for the ability to produce
photoluminescent CdS nanoparticles. The approach, in general, was to combine
precursor metal salts, which precipitate as the desired mineral in aqueous solution, in the
presence of the peptides. Peptide variables including amino acid composition, net
charge, hydrophilicity, and relative mass have been explored while observing CdS
nanoparticle properties including optical absorption, photoluminescence, solubility, and
stability. Overall, the studies presented herein were aimed at correlating sequence-
activity relationships for nanoparticle formation with those defined for binding in Chapter
IV. Additionally, preliminary experiments growing CdS and FePt nanomaterials on the
surface of living cells were performed.
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Chapter V. Results and Discussion
V.A. Methodologies for study of CdS nanoparticle formation
The objective of the work presented here was to establish relatively high-
throughput procedures for nanoparticle growth and analysis, which would enable parallel
testing of many peptide sequences in a variety of conditions. The general procedure for
producing crystalline CdS was to add solutions of cadmium and sulfur at concentrations
above the Cd/S aqueous solubility limit, when CdS precipitates as a yellow partially
crystalline aggregate. However, in the presence of certain organic mediators or "capping-
agents" including polymers, surfactants'0 0 , and peptides83 , soluble and stable crystalline
nanoparticles are formed, which exhibit photoluminescence properties from surface-
effects and/or quantum confinementl° °' 101
In Chapter II we demonstrated the aqueous synthesis of photoluminescent CdS
nanoparticles using a short genetically identified peptide sequence. The reactions were
performed in a bottle format, where Na2S solution was added to a stirring solution of pre-
mixed CdCl2 and peptide for each concentration of peptide and/or precursor salts tested.
Although simple, the bottle format was not ideally suited for testing of a large number of
peptides under a range of ratiometric conditions. For example, Whitling et al. only
evaluated 5 of 125 proposed phytochelatin derivatives in their CdS-nanoparticle study96'
97, likely due to limitations in sample throughput. Therefore, we explored ways to
increase the number of peptide-mediated reaction conditions performed and analyzed.
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Miniaturized and multiplexed reactions have in part driven the surge in the rate of
discovery in biology over the past decade, especially in areas such as drug discovery and
genomics. Given the potential combinatorial nature of our studies, we developed a 96-
well format for nanoparticle synthesis and evaluation. The protocol for adding reactants
was essentially the same as in single vial reactions yet scaled down to 0.2 mL format.
Since stir-plate driven mixing was not possible in the mini-well format, we constructed
an apparatus to provide rapid mixing in all 96-wells simultaneously (Figure 32, pg. 156).
Once the reactions were completed, the entire plate was analyzed using UV-Vis and
fluorescence scanning plate readers and a UV-excitation gel imager (See Experimental).
In order to determine the reproducibility and sensitivity of the 96-well format, the
following experiments were preformed. First, photoluminescent nanoparticles were
successfully produced using D07pep as demonstrated in Chapter II with CDS7 in the
bottle format. Next, a time course was performed, which showed no difference on CdS
photoluminescence with variation of peptide-CdC12 pre-mixing time between 15 min and
24 h. Importantly, controls that produced no photoluminescence included samples with
only H20, CdCI2, Na2S, D07H04A peptide, or D07H04A peptide + CdCl2 (Figure 33A,
pg. 157). The CdS control (CdCl 2 + Na2S only) reaction resulted in marginal background
photoluminescence and with addition of D07H04A peptide resulted in bright emission
when observed by long-wave UV excitation on the gel imager (Figure 33A, pg. 157).
The 96-well format was used to rapidly compare various peptides across a broad range of
peptide and/or precursor salt concentrations (Figure 33B, pg. 157). The data showed that
the 96-well format reactions produced samples with apparently identical qualitative
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properties to those produced in a larger bottle format. However, the 96-well format
presented challenges in qualitative observation and quantitation of reaction properties due
to the small sample volumes. Further refinement of plate-based assays should enable
greater throughput and sensitivity in measurements of both optical and physical
properties of peptide-mediated nanoparticle growth.
V.B. Sequence-activity relationships
This section describes the peptide-mediated CdS reactions that were performed
and preliminary hypotheses relating peptide sequence to CdS nanoparticle
photoluminescence and solubility. Experiments were performed with synthetic peptides
identical to sequences evaluated in Chapter IV binding studies in order to correlate
binding strength with ability to mediate photoluminescent CdS nanoparticle formation.
Wright et al. noted the challenges in representing nanoparticle characterization data9 7;
Here we focused on the optical and solubility properties of CdS reaction products since
they were most relevant to biological application' 103 of biomimetically synthesized
nanoparticles, and summarized results graphically when possible.
Figure 34 (pg. 158) presents results from CdS nanoparticle formation reactions
using X6 peptides (X= G, H, W, C, or M), XHXHXHX peptides (X= G, A, S, W, M, E,
or K), genetically identified peptides and variants (D07pep variants; Chapter II.B., and
J182; phage display isolated23 ), and controls (no peptide, and branched PEI). Reactions
were performed using the bottle format (see Experimental Section) for greater confidence
in qualitative observations yet complementary 96-well experiments showed similar
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results. All reactions used 500 IM CdC12 and Na2S and final peptide concentrations
tested included 500, 250, 125, 50, and 20 [tM corresponding to peptide to salts ratios of
1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:10, 1:25. In an effort to identify trends across a large number of samples
87 total), the qualitative observations of solution opacity, amount of precipitate formed,
and UV induced photoluminescence intensity were scored numerically on relative scales
from zero to 3. On this scale, zero corresponded to a translucent solution, no precipitate,
or no photoluminescence and 3 to a completely opaque solution, total precipitation
equivalent to CdS only control, or bright photoluminescence, respectively. The color of
the solution and precipitate was also noted, from colorless to light yellow to dark yellow.
The positive control, branched PEI, had a clear solution, no precipitate, and intense
photoluminescence of bright blue as observed in other studies (R.H. Henrikson), and CdS
without peptide produced a clear aqueous phase with a large amount of aggregated
yellow precipitate and had very faint red photoluminescence (Figure 34, controls, pg.
158). Absorbance spectra were also recorded for each sample.
When ranked by ability to mediate photoluminescent CdS nanoparticle formation,
there appeared to be no trend with respect to peptide mass, net charge, net hydrophilicity,
or percentage hydrophilic (Table H, pg. 161). Note that tryptophan (W) itself was highly
fluorescent- therefore interpretation of results from W6 and WHWHWHW required
caution. However, a number of other trends emerged from closer analysis of CdS
nanoparticle formation reaction properties (Figure 34, pg. 158 and Figure 35, pg. 160),
peptide properties (Table H, pg. 161), binding studies (data from Figure 25, pg. 124 and
Figure 30, pg. 134), and published data. The hypotheses generated were as follows:
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Intermediate CdS surface binding strength yields optimal photoluminescent CdS
nanoparticle formation. Twelve engineered peptide sequences were compared with
respect to sequence-activity relationships for binding (x-axis) and for nanoparticle
formation (y-axis) in Figure 36 (pg. 162). Binding was determined by the cell coverage
assay using yeast to display the peptides (data from Figure 25, pg. 124 and Figure 30,
pg. 134). CdS nanoparticle quality was determined by qualitative assessment of
photoluminescence intensity summed from the 20, 50, 125 iM reactions with synthetic
peptides (data from Figure 34, pg. 158). Interestingly, genetically identified peptide
D07pep (DVHHHGRHGAEHADI) and variant D07H04A (DVHAHGRHGAEHADI)
apparently fit within the dataset when tested under the same conditions (Binding assay in
plate format, and Figure 35, pg. 160).
The observed curved-linear correlation suggested that increasing binding
improved nanoparticle formation ability up to a critical point when stronger binding
actually inhibited peptide-mediated CdS nanoparticle formation. Why did the
intermediate binders form the best photoluminescent CdS nanoparticles? Based on a
working model for peptide-mediated nanoparticle formation' 96 o04 106 (Figure 37, pg.
163), one interpretation was that strong surface binders inhibited growth at an early stage
resulting in immature CdS formations, while weak binders were unable to effective size
constrain and/or cap growing nanoparticles. Our mixed sequence peptides with
intermediate surface binding affinity allowed particles to mature through the growth
stage, yet bound sufficiently to size constrain and cap the nanoparticles.
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The working model also suggested that intermediate binding affinity for ions as
well as surfaces would allow peptides to function effectively during both the nucleation
and growth stages proposed for nanoparticle formation. Some inorganic ion binding
promotes rapid nucleation of distinct nanoparticles and inhibits bulk precipitation,
however excessive binding essentially chelates the inorganic ions and prevents growth of
peptide-stabilized (capped) photoluminescent nanoparticles. This hypothesis was
supported by the following observation: At the higher peptide to salts ratios, peptides
composed of all metal-ion coordinating functional groups (H6, C6, M6 , and
MHMHMHM) produced reactions with little and/or white-colored precipitate and low
photoluminescence. The white precipitate appeared 'organic' in nature as if it was
composed of aggregated peptide, which may have resulted from cross-chelation thorough
Cd+2 ions. The case of cysteine is discussed in detail below.
Diversity in peptide composition can benefit nanoparticle formation capabilities.
Genetically identified peptides that were composed of diverse residues (D07pep; NH2-
GDVHHHGRHHGAEHADI-cooH, D07H04A; Nu2-GDVHAHGRHHGAEHADI-cooH,
D07EIIAmin; CH3coNH-HHHGRHGAAH-coo H, J182; cH3coN-CTYSRLHLCG-co NH2)
produced biomineralized particles with better optical properties than the engineered
peptides (X6 and XHXHXHX), shown in Figure 35 (pg. 160). Additional residues in the
good growers could confer properties that result in an appropriate degree of participation
through the proposed stages of nanoparticle formation (Figure 37, pg. 163), including
initial complex formation, nucleation, growth, and stabilization, as well as in tuning
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optical characteristics through quantum effects and/or secondary surface effects . For
example, we observed surfactant-like properties (peptide solution appeared similar to
soapy water) with J182, which may help explain its ability to mediate assembly of
optically active CdS since surfactants commonly mediate high-quality nanoparticle
growth 0 ' 107. Inspection of J182 versus mutant J182SS in terms of hydrophilicity
(Figure 38, pg. 164) suggested that J182 may form a hairpin structure that can pack into
a micelle stabilized by the hydrophobic effect, whereas J182SS appeared more soluble
and less likely to form a micelle. Further, J182 only produced photoluminescent CdS at
the highest peptide concentrations in comparison to all other peptides tested, likely
because function only occurred above its critical micelle concentration.
The following residue-specific observations supported the two hypotheses
presented above:
Poly-histidine peptides can function as effective CdS nucleators and stabilizers.
H6 was observed to produce photoluminescent CdS with emission. Interestingly,
GHGHGHG, KHKHKHK, and WHWHWHW-mediated reactions had improved
photoluminescence and/or greater precipitation compared to H6 mediated reactions,
whereas the G6 reaction photoluminescence was minimal and precipitation maximal. In
our binding studies, the binding strength of the interdigitated histidine peptides was
below that of H6. Together these results suggested that the interdigitated peptides had a
reduced ability to chelate but possessed sufficient ability to nucleate and cap CdS
nanoparticles. H3, H4, and H5 were also tested against H6, which produced the brightest
CdS reactions of the series (data not shown). Jaffar et. al. performed detailed studies that
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showed the photoluminescence and absorbance of CdS nanoparticles to blue-shift as
peptide length or peptide concentration increased'08. Finally, published studies have
shown aqueous self-assembly of several optically-active metal sulfide, metal oxide, and
zerovalent metal clusters using histidine-rich peptides6 0' 109. Not surprisingly, our
histidine rich D07pep synthetic derivatives, D07H04A (H2-GDVHAHGRHHGAEHADI-
cooH) and D07E11 Amin (cH3coNH-HHHGRHGAAH-cooH) produced photoluminescent
CdS as well. Interestingly, lower concentrations of the longer D07H04A peptide
produced similar patterns of concentration dependence as higher concentrations of the
shorter D07E 1 Amin. Mechanistically each peptide likely remained extended and
contacted multiple points on the surface of the nanoparticles as proposed for HRE-
peptides, which were very similar in composition'09' 10; Therefore a longer peptide would
saturate surface sites and cap effectively at a lower concentration.
Peptides only partially composed of cysteine can function as CdS capping agents.
This has been reported in the literature: a single cysteine in the ester form effectively
passivated CdS nanocrystals"', IR measurements suggested cysteine bound directly to
metal cluster surfaces60 , and phytochelatin peptides of the general form (XC)nG have
repeatedly been shown useful for nanoparticle growth9 6' 112 including intracellularly4 .
Our experimental data showed that replacement of the cysteines in J182 with serine
residues (J182SS) destroyed its ability to produce photoluminescent CdS (Figure 35, pg.
160). In addition to the loss of potential surface stabilization through cysteine, the
solubility differences in the mutant may have played a part as discussed (Figure 38, pg.
164). Cysteine binding as a homo-hexamer to single crystal CdS was undetectable using
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the yeast system (Figure 25 pg. 124) in spite of its metal ion coordination capacity.
Therefore its overabundance as a C6 peptide in CdS nanoparticle formation reactions
likely strongly chelated Cd2+ ions and prevented growth; Only at the lowest
concentration (20 [tm) was C6 able to produce photoluminescent CdS. Thus, a similar
trend may very well exist for nucleation as shown for growth; a peptide with intermediate
ability to bind inorganic ions (chelate) should best facilitate nucleation and permit
subsequent growth of nanoparticles.
In summary, the results suggest that affinity for the inorganic material surface was
not the only determinant for material growth: following natural biomineralization, future
work should attempt to control both the early complex/nucleation and later
growth/stabilization stages. Additionally, rheological properties (viscosity), peptide size,
functional group density, surfactant qualities, ion concentrations, and peptide mobility in
solution may influence biomineralization to a similar or greater extent than peptide
sequence. For example, the effect of peptide net charge on ability to prevent CdS
precipitation was examined, which showed a potential decrease in precipitation with
increasing net negativity, although statistically insignificant (Figure 39, pg. 165). Also,
the size of CdS nanoparticles were shown to be influenced by peptide flexibility with
phytochelatin derivates96 and the size of CuO nanoparticles were shown to be influenced
by peptide conformation with histidine-rich peptides61 . Further studies examining
residues other than histidine and combinations thereof in a systematic fashion and
sensitive quantitative assays for nanoparticle quality are needed to develop complete
residue-level principles extending to biomimetic mineralization.
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V.C. Preliminary on-yeast nanoparticle formation studies
The work shown in this Chapter concluded that binding strength only correlated
with ability to effectively form ideal nanoparticles up to a critical point, and thereafter
was detrimental. Therefore, methods to identify peptides with characteristics optimal for
material formation would be useful. It may be possible to directly screen for
biomineralization functionality of peptides displayed on the yeast surface. Success of
such a screen would depend on efficient separation and detection of clones that formed
and bound the nanoparticles or other inorganic formations on their surface; FACS,
magnetic-based, or density based separation procedures were considered based on prior
work demonstrating efficient segregation of cell mixtures.
Towards this end, yeast as a genetic system for study of on-cell peptide-directed
material formation was evaluated. Our results suggest that S. cerevisiae EBY100 are
robust and can tolerate high levels (mM) of Cd and Zn salts in solution and remain
viable for hours, which correlates with published studies"1 3. Furthermore, other studies
have shown that S. cerevisiae does not form intracellular mineral crystallites"4 , thus may
be a strain suitable for study of engineered biomineralization. However, formation of
particles on cells may be complicated by limitations of diffusion around the cellular
masses, interfering effects from other biomacromolecules on the yeast surface, and
improper spacing of the templating peptides. Alternatively, engineered yeast cells
functioning as biomolecular factories for proteins and peptides"' 116 could potentially
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excrete large quantities of material-specific peptides to direct the assembly of the
materials in cell-free solution conditions.
We attempted to form nanomaterials directly on the surface of living cells and
characterize the cell-attached nanoparticles. Two methodologies were explored: 1) Use
of fluorescence-based flow cytometry (FACS) to measure photoluminescence properties
of CdS on yeast, and 2) Use scanning-electron microscopy (SEM) to detect FePt particle
density on yeast. Further characterization of the cell-bound biominerals using SEM/EDX
and TEM/ED was planned to understand the ability of the displayed proteins to direct
specific crystal orientation and phase, as in natural biomineralization systems' and with
phage displayed peptides2 3 24. However, the preliminary results described below
highlight the challenges in simultaneous detection of nanoscale inorganic crystalline
materials (nanoparticles) on micro-scale soft organic structures (yeast cells).
CdS was formed in the presence of yeast and subsequently samples were analyzed
using FACS. In short, Na2S was added to a premixed sample of yeast and CdCl2 and
compared with non-expressing EBYI 00 yeast and CTCON-expressing yeast as controls
(see Experimental section). All induced clones displayed at sufficient levels as measured
with parallel samples fluorescently immunostained for the HA and c-myc tags and FACS.
However, significant fluorescence above cellular auto-fluorescence background was not
observed for the CdS precipitate samples in any fluorescence channel of the FACS (data
not shown). Possible means to improve fluorescence particle formation and detection
include expressing better CdS-binding peptides, titrating the metal salt concentrations,
and adding other surfactant or capping agents into solution. However, with the
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commercial availability of extremely bright organic-conjugated photoluminescent
nanoparticles (i.e. Qdots; Quantum Dot Corp, CA) the utility of this on-yeast system
appears limited to study of peptide-mediated mineralization with peptide sequence
coupled to genotype. Since the photoluminescence intensities of peptide-grown CdS
particles are expected to be initially low relative to that in optimized conditions, the
inherent background cellular fluorescence may be too high using this system. One
possible means to capture yeast binding inorganic materials other than FACS may be in a
density gradient, whereby mineralized cells could be separated and amplified, however,
without concurrent optical characterization.
FePt was also produced in the presence of yeast expressing a FePt binding clone
and control non-expressing yeast. In short, samples with yeast in varying concentrations
of FeC12 + H2PtCl4 solutions were mixed with a reducing agent (Na2BH4) and observed
(Figure 40, pg. 166). Yeast expressing the FePt genetically identified polypeptide
appeared to prevent the formation of FePt precipitate at low metal salt concentrations
(50-100tM). The ability of histidine-rich polypeptides displayed on the surface of cells
to chelate heavy metals has been shown previously6 2 63 . Therefore, it was likely that the
expressed polypeptide sequesters a significant amount of Fe+2 (or Pt+4) such that the
amount of FePt precipitate formed was reduced. However, when excess metal salts were
used (500 EtM), the displayed polypeptide binding sites were saturated with Fe+2 (or Pt+4)
and sufficient amounts remained available to form visible FePt precipitate.




The major finding was that intermediate peptide-material surface binding strength
conferred optimal ability for short peptides to mediate photoluminescent CdS
nanoparticle formation. In addition, genetically identified peptides appeared to offer
enhanced growth capabilities potentially due to their diversity in sequence offering
combined or additional properties such as surfactant characteristics. From these initial
studies, predictive based design of optimal growth-mediating peptides appeared possible
with further development of nanoparticle synthesis-specific rules. Importantly, such rules
should include a wider range of peptide properties in addition to sequence since proper
nanoparticle formation depends on interactions between peptides, the precursor ions and
the crystal surfaces, and with the solvent itself.




Magnetic mixer apparatus. For high-throughput peptide-mediated nanoparticle
reaction studies in 96-well plate format, a magnetic mixing apparatus was constructed
(See Figure 32, pg. 156). A construction grade hand drill (Dewalt) was mounted to
particleboard and connected to a variable transformer (Superior Electric). A magnetic
spindle device was obtained from Patrick at VP-Scientific (San Diego, CA) and mounted
within the drill head and custom constructed brackets. A platform on top of the magnetic
spindle was designed for placement of 96-well or block plates. PFTE coated tumble stir
disks (VP-Scientific, Cat#VP722F-2), placed in each well provided rapid mixing of
reactions.
Peptide synthesis. Synthetic peptides obtained from MIT Biopolymers were crude, large
scale (ca. 100 milligrams) syntheses, and included the following: D07peptide (NH2-
GDVHHHGRHGAEHADI-cooH), His3 (CH3CONH-HHH-cooH), His4 (CH3CONH-HHHH-
coOi), His5 (H3CONH-HHHHH-COOH), His6 (H3CONH-HHHHHH-COOH), D07H04A (NH2-
GDVHAHGRHGAEHADI-cooH), E 1A-min (cH3coNH-HHHGRHGAAH), J182-040213
(NH2-CTYSRLHLCG-coo H), J182-040713 (cH3coNH-CTYSRLHLCG-coNH2), J182SS
(cH3coNH-STYSRLHLSG-coNH2), J140 (NH2-SLTPLTTSHLRSGGG-cooH). They were
dissolved directly in H20. The following synthetic peptides, with purities >80%-95%
were from GenScript Corporation (Scotch Plains, New Jersey): NH2-HHHHHH-cooH, NH2-
CCCCCC-cooH, NH2-MMMMMM-COOH, NH2-WWWWWW-COOH, NH2-GGGGGG-COOH, NH2-
SHSHSHS-COOH, NH2-WHWHWHW-COOH, NH2-KHKHKHK, NH2-GHGHGHG-COOH, NH2-
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MHMHMHM, NH2-EHEHEHE-cooH, and NH2-AHAHAHA. XHXHXHX peptides were
resuspended directly in H20 and others were first dissolved in a small amount of DMSO
before diluting into H20.
Reagents. Chemicals were obtained from the following sources: CdC12 (Alfa Aesar),
Na2 S*9H20 (Alfa Aesar), Branched PEI with molecular weight of 25kDa (Aldrich),
Purified H20 (Invitrogen).
Nanoparticle growth procedures. Plate format: 24uL of 10X peptide dissolved in H20
was added to 0.096 mL of 0.625 mM CdCl2 in H20 in each of the wells of an uncoated
96-well culture plate. While mixing using the magnetic mixing apparatus, 0.12 mL of
0.5mM Na2S was rapidly added using a 12-channel multi-pipette (BioHit) and reactions
were left mixing for 5 min at room temperature. Various permutations were performed
using differing concentrations of precursor salts and peptides, yet following the same
general procedures. Bottle format at 800 C: 0.2 mL of 10X peptide dissolved in H20 was
added to 0.8 mL 0.625 mM CdCI2 in H20 in 4 mL glass bottles and equilibrated to 80°C
in a magnetic stir hot water bath. Then, 1 mL of 0.5mM Na2 S was rapidly added and
reactions left at 80C for 5 minutes after which they were cooled to room temperature
before evaluating solution, precipitate, and long UV-excitation photoluminescence
properties.
Optical characterization. Plate format growth studies were measured on a SpectraMAX
250 UV-visible absorbance plate-reader (Molecular Devices, CA) and a SpectraMAX
Gemini fluorescence plate-reader (Molecular Devices, CA) that produced highly
distorted, unusable fluorescence spectra likely due to a faulty optical reader. Bottle
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format growth studies were measured in a quartz cuvette by a scanning UV-visible
spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter BU 800) and a scanning fluorescence
spectrophotometer. Additionally, all samples were observed by eye using a long-wave
UV light source in a darkroom and images taken with a P-10 digital camera (Sony) for
qualitative evaluation or on a UV-Gel Imager (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).
Nanoparticle assembly on yeast, flow cytometry, and SEM. Yeast expressing
genetically identified peptides were used in an attempt to grow surface-bound CdS and
FePt particles. CdS protocol: 0.2 OD600 yeast expressing J140 (CdS-binder identified by
phage panning23 ), CTCON4 5, and non-expressing EBY100 were washed and resuspended
in 0.45 mL H20 on ice. 0.25mL 10mM CdCl2 was added to suspension and sample
incubated for 20 min. Then 0.25mL 10mM Na2S was added rapidly to precipitate CdS
and samples incubated for 30 min before spinning and resuspending in 1X PBS-BSA +
0.5 mM CdC12 and Na2S salts. Yeast suspensions were analyzed by flow cytometry by
looking at forward and side scatter and all standard FL channels, using 488nm excitation
wavelength. FePt protocol (from E. Krauland, MIT): 2 OD600 Yeast cells expressing FePt
clone G02 were washed and resuspended in 1 mL H20. 5 mLs each of FeCl2 and
H2PtCl6 salts (at 0.05, 0.1, 0.5 mM concentrations) were added to yeast, and incubated
with mixing for 5 minutes. 3 mLs 0.1 M NaBH4 was added and samples incubated for 2
hours at room temperature. Cells were spun, and resuspended in lmL H20 and dropped
onto 6 mm square silicon wafers for SEM analysis (with help of Steven Kooi, Institute
for Soldier Nanotechnologies, MIT).
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Figure 32. Apparatus for mixing of 96-well material growth reactions
The apparatus was constructed from a magnetic spindle (silver), a variable speed drill
(yellow), a variable transformer (green) and custom built housing (purple). Modulation
of voltage allowed for control over spindle rate of rotation and thus the mixing rate.
Rapid, 96-well format mixing was provided by PFTE-coated magnetic stir discs in each
well of the plate (white), which was placed on top of the magnetic spindle (between the
red tags).
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(A) Various permutations of peptide with and without metal salts were performed to
observe background levels of fluorescence. Results show photoluminescence signals for
peptide-mediate CdS nanoparticle formation was significantly above CdS only and
incomplete mixtures. (B) Example of a 96-well CdS growth experiment, in this case to
simultaneously compare the genetically identified D07pep (Chapter II) to hexahistidine
(Chapter IV) across a broad range of peptide and metal salts reactant concentrations.
Images were from a gel imager with broad UV excitation- see Experimental for details.
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Figure 34. CdS nanoparticle formation with engineered peptides
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Qualitative data was tabulated from peptide-mediated CdS nanoparticle reactions and
plotted graphically. X-axis = final concentration of peptide per reaction ([tM), Y-axis =
arbitrary scale as follows: The opacity of the solution (1 st series- grey bars), quantity of
precipitate formed (2nd series- black bars), and luminescence intensity (3 rd series- colored
bars), were scaled from zero (clear solution, no precipitate, or no luminescence) to 3
(opaque, max precipitation, bright luminescence). Symbols on the x- axis were colored
based on the observed color of the solution (A) or precipitate (0), where black represents
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clear, white represents opaque white, and 2 shades of yellow were seen. The 3rd series
bars were colored by the observed photoluminescence color. Controls: CdS (no peptide)
had a clear solution and max yellow precipitate, and no photoluminescence. Branched
PEI control had a clear solution, no GHGHGHG
3
precipitate, and super-bright photo-
luminescence of bright blue. See 2
Experimental (bottle format, 800 C) for e
details, CdCl 2  and Na 2S final 1
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Figure 35. CdS nanoparticle formation with genetically identified peptides




CdS nanoparticle formation reactions using synthetic forms of genetically identified
peptides and variants were performed and qualitatively analyzed identically to the
engineered peptide reactions. D07pep was identified in a yeast display screen with CdS
and J182 was identified in a phage display screen with CdS. For details and controls, see
Figure 34 (pg. 158) and Experimental section.
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Table H. Properties of synthetic peptides and corresponding CdS reactions
.MW aNet Net Hydrophilic Summed Summed
Chargeb Hydrophilicityc as % TotalC Fluor d Precipe
AHAHAHA 713.8 0.3 -0.5 0 5.0 9
cccccc 636.9 -0.3 -1.0 0 1.0 8
EHEHEHE 945.9 -3.7 1.5 57 1.3 3
GGGGGG 360.3 0 0 0 2.0 9
GHGHGHG 657.6 0.3 -0.2 0 6.0 9
HHHHHH 840.9 0.5 -0.5 0 3.5 4
KHKHKHK 942.1 4.3 1.5 57 5.0 7
MHMHMHM 954.2 0.3 -1.0 0 4.0 9
MMMMM 805.2 0 -1.3 0 4.0 9
SHSHSHS 777.8 0.3 0 57 2.0 9
WHWHWHW 1174.3 0.3 -2.2 0 5.0 9
wwwwww 1135.3 0 -3.4 0 1.8 6
'D07pep' 1687.8 -1.5 0.3 27 6.0 4
'DO7HO4A' 1678.7 -1.6 0.3 25 6.3 4
'D07EllAmin' 1158.2 0.5 0 10 7.0 4.5
'J182' 1193.4 1.0 -0.5 20 3.5 8
'J182SS' 1161.3 1.0 -0.3 40 1.3 8
a Peptide sequences were shown for the 12 engineered peptides. Only the 'name' of the
genetically identified peptides were displayed, see Experimental for sequences.
b Net charge at pH 7.
c Hydrophilicity based on Hopp & Woods calculations.
d Sum of qualitative photoluminescence values from 20, 50, 125 FM reactions (Figure
34,).
e Sum of qualitative precipitate values from 20, 50, 125 [tM reactions (Figure 34).
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The 12 engineered peptide sequences were evaluated for binding (x-axis) and for
nanoparticle quality (y-axis). Binding was determined by the cell coverage assay using
yeast to display the peptides (data from Figure 25, pg. 124 and Figure 30, pg. 134), error
bars were _ std. error of the mean of> 3 independent experiments. Nanoparticle quality
was determined by photoluminescence intensity summed from the 20, 50, 125 ýtM
reactions with synthetic peptides (data from Figure 34, pg. 158), error bars represent
observational error equal to ± 20% of the summed values. The key on the right shows the
sequences of the peptides plotted (squares). The observed correlation line (dotted)
suggested that intermediate surface binding yielded optimal photoluminescent CdS
nanoparticles. Genetically identified D07pep (DVHHHGRHGAEHADI) and D07HO4A
(DVHAHGRHGAEHADI) apparently fit within the curved-linear correlation.
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Figure 37. Working model for peptide-mediated CdS nanoparticle formation




Reactants Complex StabilizationFormation (Capping)
Shown are the following stages of photoluminescent CdS particle formation mediated by
peptides in aqueous solution: (A) Solutions of peptide (black line) and CdCl2 (Cd- red
dots) are mixed and (B) form initial peptide-Cd +2 ion complexes. Upon addition of
aqueous Na2S (S- yellow dots) (C) several atoms form particle nuclei, which then (D)
grow into a crystalline particles (orange shapes) by addition of more ions from solution or
by merging with other nuclei. (E) Final maturation into photoluminescent nanoparticles
(UV light- purple lines; emission- green halo) requires size-constraint of particle growth
and effective capping by multiple peptides. If there is no stabilization by peptides, the
particles continue to grow and aggregate, forming bulk CdS precipitate. The model
suggests that Cd and S atoms are in ionic form in stages A-C and in solid-state form in
stages C-E. This working model of CdS nanoparticle formation was adapted from
Spreitzer et al 2000, Kho et al 2000, and Slocik et al 2003.
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Genetically identified peptide sequences and variants were analyzed according to the
hydrophilicity of each residue using Hopp & Woods method. Hydrophilic residues
(green), hydrophobic residues (red), and hydrophilic free amines (green circles, left side)
or carboxylic acid groups (green circles, right side) were shown graphically. With a pKa
of 6.0, some histidine side chains may be protonated and therefore hydrophilic during
CdS nanoparticle formation (shown in blue). Whereas the other 3 peptides appear to have
alternating hydrophilic/hydrophobic domains, J182 has a distinct hydrophilic center
flanked by strongly hydrophobic domains. The surfactant-like nature was seen in
aqueous solutions of J 182 but not J 182SS or other peptides (Inset pictures, right).
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Figure 39. Peptide net charge versus ability to prevent CdS precipitation
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The 12 engineered peptide sequences from Table H (pg. 161) were plotted based on net
peptide charge (x-axis) versus the ability to prevent precipitation, with zero meaning
complete inhibition and 9 representing no inhibition of precipitation (y-axis).
Precipitation values were determined by qualitative assessment of peptide-mediated CdS
nanoparticle formation reactions summed from the 20, 50, 125 [tM samples (data from
Figure 34, pg. 158). The correlation coefficient (R2) was determined from the linear fit
of data points shown. Although net charge appears influential, the correlation was
statistically insignificant.
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Figure 40. FePt grown in the presence of yeast displaying a FePt-identified peptide
D G D G D G
50 uM 100 uM 500 uM
FePt precipitation was performed in the presence of yeast clone G02 (chapter II), which
harbors an encoded polypeptide identified by screening on FePt. Solutions of yeast with
repressed expression (D) were compared with yeast induced to express the G02
polypeptide (G). Identical numbers of cells were subjected to concentrations of FeCl2
and H2PtCl4 ranging from 50 to 500 micromolar and addition of NaBH 4. Visible black
precipitate was observed in the uninduced samples (all D's) and at the highest metal salt
concentration in the induced sample (G, 500 [tM). Control samples without metal salts
added appeared identical to the (G, 50 p.M) sample.










Chapter VI. Applications of material interfacing peptides
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Chapter VI. Summary and Introduction
Material-specific peptides may be useful in medicine, biosensors, and bio-
production and organization of high value inorganic materials. This chapter presents a
brief treatment of three potential utilities of material-specific peptides identified in earlier
chapters for both on- and off-cell applications: 1) Cells displaying material specific
polypeptides were used to form self-healing biofilms and discriminate between different
surfaces of fabricated heterostructure materials. 2) The synthetic potential of soluble
peptides in mediating aqueous synthesis of photoluminescent CdS nanoparticles at room
temperature was evaluated. 3) Finally, applications and achievements capitalizing upon
molecular recognition and material-specific binding abilities of peptides were discussed.
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Chapter VI. Preliminary Results and Discussions
VI.A. Biofilms
Chapters I-IV utilized yeast as a convenient means to couple phenotype to
genotype for identification and study material specific polypeptide sequences by using
yeast as a "bead-like" scaffold for peptide display. However, cells carry out a variety of
metabolic and synthetic processes over many time scales and have genetic regulation,
growth, and sensory capabilities. Capitalizing on these traits, material-binding
polypeptides serving as localization tags were displayed from living cells to form self-
healing biofilms on technologically important materials.
Yeast displaying CdS clone d7-D07 (Chapter II) was contacted with the CdS
surface forming a living coating that was able to grow into regions cleared by
disturbance, thus was self-healing (Figure 41, pg. 175). Even after over three weeks in
inductive growth media (SG)4 4, the biofilm remained attached to CdS and able to
regenerate. To demonstrate the ability of other material-binding clones to form biofilms,
an Au binding clone d7-A02 (Chapter II) was removed from repressive growth media
(SD)44 and contacted with an Au-coated slide in SG. At t = 0, no cells bound, as
expected. However, over the course of 48 h at RT, cells bound to Au, and continued to
grow, bind, and spread, eventually completely covering the slide (Figure 42, pg. 176),
whereas non-binding control clones never attached. Genetically identified peptides
transposed to other cell types such as pseudomonas might be useful as self-healing
biofilms for corrosion prevention, bioremediation, medical117 , or other applications'l8 .
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We also demonstrated use of the selected clones to aid in detection and
identification of regions of solid inorganic surface with particular compositions. For
example, FePt binding clone d7-G02 (Chapter II) was used to detect FePt over SiN/SiO2,
as seen by cells covering the region of the heterostructure containing of Fe and Pt, and
not on the Si containing region (Figure 43, pg. 177). Thus, these selected polypeptide
biomolecules can function as material specific probes, as well as adhere cells to specific
locations on a hetero-surface.
Importantly, the utility of these material-specific biomolecules is not limited to
display on yeast cells. It is of interest to display such material binding peptides on other
eukaryotic cell types to mediate cell-material interactions. For example, current methods
used to attach neurons or engineered cells to electrodes requires exogenous adhesion
molecules and results in imprecise cell localization 9" 2 0 . Material-specific polypeptides,
displayed by human neurons, may enable direct attachment to an Au electrode, or other
device, resulting in a direct interface between cell and device. These and similar
biomolecular bridges may be used in implants, tissue engineering scaffolds, biosensors,
medical diagnostics and therapeutics.
VI.B. Nanoparticle assembly
Potential long term applications for engineered nanocrystals with preferred
orientation, aspect ratio, optical properties, and magnetic properties include
optoelectronic devices such as light emitting displays, optical detectors and lasers; fast
interconnects; nanometer-scale computer components, magnetic storage, sensors, and
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medical diagnostics24 (excerpt). Chapters II and V showed the ability of our material-
binding peptides to mediate aqueous synthesis of photoluminescent semiconductor
nanoparticles. Although extremely quantum efficient 'dots' are produced without
biological reagents (see Quantum Dot Corp, CA website), the inherent bioconjugation
ability of aqueous peptide grown nanoparticles may be attractive for many emerging
quantum dot biotechnologies'03' 121. Further, protein scaffolds displaying peptides to bio-
template inorganic structures could produce complex mineralized architectures.
Likely, the most successful applications will incorporate a combination of
chemical and bio-mimetic synthetic routes to produce hybrid self-assembled structures
with order ranging from the nano to macro-scale. To date, some of the best examples of
integrating technologically important materials with natural tools have been with phage
and bacteria acting as a biological scaffold. Stephen Mann's group has used bacterial S-
layers to template inorganic materials including magnetite, cadmium sulfide and gold122 -
124. Trevor Douglas's group has used the cage-like Capsid of cowpea chloritic mottle
virus to precisely control growth of inorganic nanoscale materials including iron oxide,
vanadate, molybdate, and tungstate125' 127. The Belcher group has exploited Ml3 phage in
combination with materials-science techniques as a versatile tool for materials synthesis
and ordering: For example phage alignment in liquid-crystalline films were used to order
nanoparticles22' 128 and phage scaffolds were used to pre-order nanoparticles prior to high
temperature annealing to create single crystalline nanowires for a variety of materials2 t1 33'
59, 79. Finally, alternative non-genetic systems have been explored as well, for example,
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which use directional peptide synthesis to programmably assemble multiple pre-
synthesized nanoparticle-amino acid conjugates into structures'29 .
Nature's approach to materials synthesis and organization, based on a molecular
level assembly "from the bottom up78" could provide novel, less expensive routes to
solve technologically important problems.7 9 Future work will hopefully bring the
research closer to commercial and/or social benefit.
VI.C. Biomolecular bridges
Biological self-assembly and biomolecular interactions continue to inspire novel
approaches for the development of nanostructured materials13 0 '3 2 . Furthermore the
remarkable ability of biomolecules to recognize and nucleate inorganic materials such as
semiconductors, magnetic materials, and metals has broadened the possible applications
in nanoelectronics and nanobiotechnology2 5s 74 83, 86. 133 Previous work from the Belcher
Lab, along with that of others'27' 134-137, has shown that biomolecules, especially
genetically engineered Ml 3 bacteriophage (virus), can be used as a molecular building
block to nucleate and arrange quantum dots'3 8 , template semiconductor nanowires23 ' 139
and build multidimensional liquid crystals and films'2 8' 138. 140. 141 Other self-assembling
peptide and protein systems have been used to make wiresl42 , fibers 43 , and other
structures incorporating inorganic materials144. However, the potential of these systems
for assembling devices is limited in part by difficulties in programming distinct structural
size and geometric control into the self-assembling components, as well as specific
incorporation of multiple different inorganic materials. "The critical factors in
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developing a bio-directed self-assembly approach are identifying the appropriate
compatibilities and combinations of biological-inorganic materials, synthesis of the
appropriate building blocks, and understanding and controlling building block
interactions and self-assembly processes" 79 (excerpt)
In one case we explored the possibility of genetically encoding size and shape
information into self-assembling multifunctional virus molecules14 5 . We demonstrated
the one-dimensional (ID) formation of a ring structure from a M13 virus genetically
engineered to display fused functional binding peptides at each end, with hopes of later
mineralizing the structure to create a magnetic ring. We expect that more complex
assemblies and arrangements of biomolecules may be achieved by developing additional
"directionally interconnecting" components that capitalize upon the diversity and
specificity of biomolecular recognition. However, the next major problem lies in
incorporating multiple different inorganic materials into such complex structures. By
genetically engineering multiple different peptides with a high degree of material
specificity (the goal of this thesis) into such assemblages, organic templates may be
effectively translated into complex inorganic structures.




Biofilms. On CdS: A 0.5 cm2 polished CdS single crystal was incubated with 1 OD6 00 per
mL pre-induced clone D07 for 1 h at RT on a rocker. The CdS was then placed into a 6-
well plate with fresh SG-BSAT. A pattern of cells was cleared from the surface using a
pipette tip and 5X images taken at t = 0, 24, and 48 h. On Au: A 4 cm2 Au coated slide
was incubated in SG-BSAT with 0.1 OD60 0/mL of uninduced Au-binding clone (Aga2-
Linker-QVQLQQSGPGLVKPSQTLSLTCAISGDSVSSNSAGWTWIRQSPSRGLEWL-
GRTYYKSKWYYDMQYL) in a 6-well plate and rocked for 12 h at RT. The Au slide
was then transferred to fresh SG-BSAT and placed on the rocker. 32X images were
taken at t = 0 (pre-binding), 12 (time of transfer), 24, 36, and 48 h. On FePt: A
genetically identified FePt binding clone, G02 (Aga2-linker-
QVQLVKSEAEVKEPGASVKVSCKASGYTFTGHYMHWLRHAPGQGLEWMGRFN
PYSDKLCTEVSGQGHHDRGHVHQNSLHGAEKAEI), was contacted with the
FePt/SiN wafer hetero-surface under identical conditions used in cell coverage binding
assay (see Chapter II Experimental, pg. 58).
Nanoparticle assembly with free peptides and on-yeast. See Chapter II Experimental
pg. 58 and Chapter V Experimental pg. 153.
Biomolecular bridges. See manuscript by Nam and Peelle'4 5.
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Figure 41. Self-Healing biofilm coating on CdS
A selected portion of bound cells expressing CdS clone D01 were cleared from the
surface of CdS at t = 0. After 24 h growth, cells were observed to bind to the cleared
areas and by 48 h, the biofilm completely self-healed.
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Figure 42. Yeast biofilm growth on gold surface
"r. )· V
This biofilm coating the surface of Au was created by growing an Au-genetically
identified clone over a 2-day period. At t=0, cell in repressive media were transferred to
inductive media and incubated at room temperature with Au. Scale bar shown.
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Figure 43. FePt/SiN heterostructure labeled with material-specific yeast
Labeling of a metal-insulator heterostructure with material specific yeast. An identified
FePt-clone bound selectively to FePt over SiN and SiO 2 after contacting substrate with
induced yeast culture for 1 hour in media. Scale bars shown.




Research presented herein has spanned from conception of a system for interfacial
studies to elucidation of the first set of hierarchal rules governing peptide-inorganic
material surface interactions. Yet, much remains to be discovered!
Future studies in the near term perhaps should focus on: 1) expanding the scope of
binding studies to other classes of materials, such as III-V semiconductors, 2) structural
rules for binding, for example using scaffold-constrained peptides, 3) validating binding
rules in other systems, particularly in cell-free systems, and 4) further developing
efficient methods to examine peptide-mediated nanomaterial formation for CdS and other
materials.
With the goal of completely understanding mechanism, studies systematically
altering the inorganic material side of the interface are essential as well. For example,
using a panel of material pieces that present different crystallographic planes or facets in
binding studies may elucidate rules for crystal face-specificity. Surface modifications
that change the composition or spatial arrangement of surface atoms in a predictable
manner are key to generation of interpretable data.
Yet for biomimetic materials applications to be realized, a cross-disciplinary
effort with 'biologic' complexity is needed; Collaboration and combination of a wide
variety of technologies will likely produce the most useful and interesting functional
products. Thus we need more than a molecular level understanding and ability to
predictively engineer functionalities into components. At the next level, an
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understanding of component-component interactions, especially when incorporating other
technologies, is required. Fundamental studies of peptide- and material-related chemical
and physical phenomena will undoubtedly serve to make the incredible feasible. I look
forward to this future, when biology-inspired products will improve our health and the
environment around us.
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